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MT HOOD, OR
Sometimes home is where you park it. Here the crew of 
Veteran Overland stakes their claim under the stars. 

INTERIOR BRITISH COLUMBIA, CA
On a multi-day backpacking trip, 
Badassadors Adam and Frankie Foss 
make their way towards camp for the night.



|  Whether casting on a 
secluded caye, climbing a 

rugged mountainside, or 
getting your hands dirty to 

silence hunger, you've got to 
have the right tools on the 

journey with you. 

Gerber develops
problem-solving knives, 
multi-tools, and gear to 

handle whatever the outdoors 
may throw your way. 

EASY
DOESN'T
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GATHER ROUND 
| Whether huddling up for warmth, a meal, or simply to tell tales from the day, a roaring  
fire is a staple at any campsite. Spend s’more time relaxing with two tools that make the  
process of building a fire a snap: the Pack Hatchet and the Fire Starter. 

FIRE STARTER I FERROCERIUM ROD + STRIKER
With water-resistant tinder storage, an easy to spark ferrocerium rod, metal striker,  

and whistle, the Fire Starter is a compact and packable survival tool.

FLAT SAGE

PACK HATCHET + SHEATH
The hatchet has full tang construction for added strength, a tall blade grind

for optimal sharpness, an ergonomic handle to choke up for control,
and a rubber over-mold on the handle for added comfort.

FEATURES: 

Tall Grind for Optimal Sharpness 
Choke up Rubber Ergonomics for control 
Overmold Comfort Grip

OVERALL LENGTH 
24CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.9CM

WEIGHT
589.7G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL
RUBBER OVERMOLD

SHEATH
INCLUDED

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø275Ø7- Flat Sage

PACKAGING
BLISTER - EN

FEATURES: 

IPX4 (waterproof rating)
1ØØ Decibel (whistle)
Lanyard to keep product secure and together

OVERALL LENGTH 
11.9CM

WEIGHT
73.7G 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø25312 - Black

PACKAGING
BLISTER - EFS
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OWYHEE CANYONLANDS, OR
Belly full, fire raging, and stories shared.                     

A successful end to a day in the canyonlands. 
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OWYHEE CANYONLANDS, OR
To all the camp and backcountry  
chefs out there - you’re welcome.  
No more hauling the whole kitchen  
sink to the campsite. The Devour  
and ComplEAT have got you covered.
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MEALTIME MANAGED 
| No offense to the spork, but mealtime in the backcountry was in desperate need of an overhaul. 
Say hello to the Devour and the ComplEAT. These innovative multi-tools meet the demands of 
the trail [lightweight, packable, multi-functional] and the belly [food delivery service].

FLAT SAGE ONYX

NEW DEVOUR I MULTI-FORK
The award-winning Devour multi-fork is the ideal weight at under an ounce, perfected for those who demand an
easy-to-use tool on the trail that can handle mealtime from start to finish. The detachable 6 function multi-tool

attaches to the back to keep the tool elevated off the ground or steady on the side of a pot. Available in Aluminum and Titanium.

FLAT SAGEONYX

COMPLEAT I COOK EAT CLEAN
Cook, eat, clean and get back out there. The ComplEAT tool has got you covered with a fork, spoon, spatula, snap

together tongs, and a 4 function multi-tool that offers a veggie peeler, serrated package opener, and a bottle/can opener. 

FEATURES: 

The 4 function multi-tool that offers a veggie peeler, 
serrated package opener, and a bottle/can opener to 
help with any campsite cooking task. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
19.7CM

WEIGHT
7Ø.9G 

MATERIAL
ALUMINUM + NYLON

TOOLS
1Ø

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø28485 - Flat Sage
SAP# 1Ø28486 - Onyx

PACKAGING
HANG CARD - 4L

FEATURES: 

The detachable solid state tool offers 6 functions 
while keeping your multi-fork out of the dirt or 
pot with a unique kickstand design.

OVERALL LENGTH 
19CM

WEIGHT
28.3G 

MATERIAL
ALUMINUM
TITANIUM

TOOLS
9

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø59855 - Titanium
SAP# 1Ø28483 - Flat Sage
SAP# 1Ø28484 - Onyx

PACKAGING
HANG CARD - 4L

TITANIUM
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INTERIOR BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA 
After a long day of scree fields and substan-
tial elevation gains, Adam & Frankie handle 
the campsite tasks with ease thanks to the 
Stake Out.
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FEATURES: 

Plain edge Scandi grind blade w/ frame lock,
scissors, saw, awl, stake puller, file, tweezer, 
bottle opener, ruler, ferro rod striker

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 11.18CM
OPEN: 16.51CM

BLADE LENGTH 
5.59CM

WEIGHT
94.12G

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL
5Cr15MoV

TOOLS
11

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP# 1Ø59838 - Graphite - BOX - 16L
SAP# 1Ø64434 - Graphite - BLISTER - EFS
SAP# 1Ø59837- Silver - BOX - 16L

NEW STAKE OUT  I  MULTI-TOOL
Every trip is different but one thing remains the same, the gear you carry has to earn its keep. The Stake Out Camp Tool handles 
the activities that every trip faces: setting up camp, maintaining body and gear, cooking, and packing out. Weight, versatility, 

and packability influenced the design, making this multi-tool the ideal companion for every trip and task. 

GRAPHITE SILVER

CAMPSITE MVP 
| Before you hit the gas on your next adventure, double-check you didn’t forget the MVP: 
most valuable product. Not only does this multi-tool dominate campsite set-up and  
teardown, it also has your back for mealtime, clean-up, and gear maintenance. 

 Most valuable, indeed.
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HOOD RIVER, OR
Whether it’s time for a tune-up or to wet your
whistle, the Armbar delivers two versions that
cover the spread between work and play. 
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NEW ARMBAR I CORK
Even the most resourceful can use some help opening 

up a wine bottle – meet the Armbar Cork.

BURNT ORANGE ONYXSHIMMER GOLD

NEW ARMBAR I DRIVE
If the day asks more of your everyday carry than a blade alone

can handle, upgrade your pocket w/ the Armbar Drive.

BURNT ORANGE ONYX URBAN BLUE

HIT THE ROAD
| When van life is life, there’s no room for unnecessary extras. Luckily, the Armbar houses 
only the essentials in one compact tool so there’s no excuse not to be prepared. It’s easy 
to stow in your pack, pocket, or glove box – until it’s time for wine, that is. 

FEATURES: 

Plain edge blade, can/package opener, scissors, 
lever arm, foil cutter, cork screw, pry bar, bottle 
opener, and hammer surface. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
9.14CM

BLADE LENGTH 
6.3CM

WEIGHT
87.89G

MATERIAL
5Cr15MoV
ALUMINUM

TOOLS
8

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP# 1Ø52455 - Onyx - BLISTER-4L
SAP# 1Ø52453 - Burnt Orange - BOX-16L
SAP# 1Ø52456 - Shimmer Gold - BOX-16L

FEATURES: 

Plain edge blade, scissors, awl, 2 sided 
1/4" bit driver, pry bar, bottle opener, and 
hammer surface. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
9.14CM

BLADE LENGTH 
6.3CM

WEIGHT
87.89G

MATERIAL
5Cr15MoV
ALUMINUM

TOOLS
8

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP#1Ø52451 - Onyx - BLISTER-4L
SAP#1Ø52449 - Burnt Orange - BOX-16L
SAP#1Ø52452 - Urban Blue - BOX-16L
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INTERIOR BC, CANADA
At the end of a long day's trek, there is no sweeter reward 
than a backcountry dinner and taking in the sights. 

|  
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BURNT ORANGE

BURNT BRONZE

CUT THE BULK
| When you’re scaling mountains like Adam and Frankie, sometimes it’s what you don’t have 
that matters. The Armbar Slims don’t have added bulk, unnecessary tools, or confusing 
access points - it’s so streamlined it slips into your pack and up the trail with ease. 

NEW ARMBAR SLIMTM I CUT
Take the training wheels off your pocket tool. There's no smooth rounded 

plastic or dainty tools here, only the tools you reach for most.  

ONYX BALTIC HAZE

NEW ARMBAR SLIMTM I DRIVE
This compact tool is built for real work with large tool tabs and access 

points-it's fumble free and easily opened with a thumb. 

ONYXBURNT ORANGE

FEATURES: 

2.5" plain edge blade, spring-loaded scissors, 
bottle opener, and frame lock. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
9.65CM

BLADE LENGTH 
6.35CM

WEIGHT
59.35G

MATERIAL
5Cr15MoV
ALUMINUM

TOOLS
3

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP# 1Ø59854 - Onyx - BLISTER-4L
SAP# 1Ø5983Ø - Burnt Orange - BOX-16L
SAP# 1Ø59831 - Baltic Haze - BOX-16L

FEATURES: 

Cross bit, flat bit, 2.5" plain edge blade, 
Bottle opener, and frame lock. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
9.65CM

BLADE LENGTH 
6.35CM

WEIGHT
7Ø.87G

MATERIAL
5Cr15MoV
ALUMINUM

TOOLS
4

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP#1Ø59853 - Onyx - BLISTER-4L
SAP#1Ø59833 - Burnt Orange - BOX-16L
SAP#1Ø59834 - Burnt Bronze - BOX-16L
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APPALACHIAN MTNS, PA
When every swing of the machete counts, better 
make sure they don’t go to waste. Enter the Versafix 
Pro, optimally designed for heavy, effective swings 
with minimal energy expenditure.
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GREEN / BLACK

BUSHMASTER
| When you’re braving the great outdoors, it’s about working smarter not harder. That sentiment is 
reflected in the knowledge you possess but also the tools you choose to bring along. Innovative, 
compact, dependable, and no-nonsense...the Versafix Pro and the Freescape Saw are just what your 
next trip ordered. 

NEW VERSAFIX PRO I FIXED BLADE/MACHETE + SHEATH
The Versafix Pro is a compact fixed blade/machete hybrid that is weight forward for swift results  

with less effort. Use it for any chopping, cutting, or batoning tasks that you may face.

FREESCAPE CAMP SAW I PACKABLE SAW
This innovative saw folds up flat for transport and utilizes 4 pivot points upon release to

create a secure handle grip and 12 inch cutting surface.

FEATURES: 

Unique high durometer overmold provides 
unprecedented handle comfort, skeletonized,
weight-forward design for improved chopping,
full tang construction, corrosion resistant
stainless steel, and a lanyard hole.

SHEATH
PADDLE RELEASE, INCLUDED

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø52Ø25 - Grey / Red

PACKAGING
BLISTER - EN

FEATURES: 

Folds up flat without removal of parts, accepts 
standard 12” saw blades, rubber overmold grip, 
innovative design has 4 pivot points to maximize 
usable cutting area.

OVERALL LENGTH 
37.3CM X 16.8CM X 2.8CM

BLADE LENGTH 
3Ø.5CM

WEIGHT
433.7G

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL
RUBBER OVERMOLD GRIP

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø2Ø247 - Green / Black

PACKAGING
BLISTER - EN 

OVERALL LENGTH 
36.3CM

BLADE LENGTH 
22.8CM

WEIGHT
W/ SHEATH 315G 
W/O SHEATH 69G

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL
POLYPROPYLENE

RED
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NEW BUSHCRAFT AXE  I  + SHEATH
Surviving in the wild takes no shortage of knowledge, a keen awareness, and tools you can depend on when things 

go sideways. Gear that multi-tasks is key when every ounce is accounted for. The Bushcraft Axe and Hatchet 
address two primary needs, starting fire and building shelter. 

COYOTE BROWN

FEATURES: 

Waterproof Gear Storage Stick, Paracord – 274cm,
Dry tinder or mini lighter storage, Hammerhead,
Forged single piece axe head and overstrike guard,
rubber overmold grip, porting for weight reduction

OVERALL LENGTH 
66.68CM

BLADE LENGTH 
17.46CM

WEIGHT
2Ø41.17G W/O SHEATH

MATERIAL
FORGED STEEL
GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ RUBBER OVERMOLD

SHEATH
INCLUDED

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø59849 - Coyote Brown

PACKAGING
16L HANG TAG

NEW BUSHCRAFT HATCHET  I  + SHEATH

COYOTE BROWN

FEATURES: 

Waterproof Gear Storage Stick, Paracord – 152cm,
Dry tinder or mini lighter storage, Hammerhead,
Forged single piece axe head and overstrike guard,
rubber overmold grip, porting for weight reduction

OVERALL LENGTH 
38.7CM

BLADE LENGTH 
13.97CM

WEIGHT
1Ø88.6G W/O SHEATH

MATERIAL
FORGED STEEL
GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/RUBBER OVERMOLD

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø59851 - Coyote Brown 

PACKAGING
16L HANG TAG

HIDDEN TALENTS
| A marvel of simplicity and function, the axe is an ancient tool that hasn't changed much since 
inception. Leave it to Gerber to hit the refresh button: a hidden storage compartment adds 
unexpected function you didn't know you needed. 
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INTERIOR BRITISH COLUMBIA, CA
When the temperatures drop and the belly 

begins aching, few things are more rewarding 
than creating fire to provide food and warmth.  
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HOUSTON, TX 
Led by a team of military veterans and volunteers, 
Team Rubicon has rebuilt over 1ØØ homes in 
Houston in the wake of Hurricane Harvey.
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THE WRITE TOOL
| If you’re going to be prepared, you need to have your tools on hand - or more accurately, in hand. 
The Impromptu isn’t just a pen, it’s the just-in-case tool that disappears into your pocket or bag 
until called to action. One day, it may do more than take notes and you’ll be glad you have it.  

IMPROMPTU I TACTICAL PEN
Developed in collaboration with law enforcement professionals, this American made pen is not your 
average writing implement. Sure, it takes notes - in the rain, snow, or otherwise. But it also has a 

tough machined steel body and integrated glass-breaker tip, just in case the day takes a turn.

BLACK FLAT DARK EARTHTACTICAL GREY

“I have carried this pen on duty as a law enforcement officer  and now as a technician. 
I purchased the pen in 2Ø13 and have carried it daily. . . I have extracted victims from 

vehicles utilizing the glass break and it performs flawlessly.”

– Sean / Customer review

FEATURES: 

Rugged, machined steel body with Cerakote®, 
stainless steel pocket clip, integrated glass-breaker 
tip features tempered steel, Rite in the Rain® ink 
cartridge works in all conditions, reliable push-but-
ton mechanism deploys ballpoint mechanism.

OVERALL LENGTH 
14.2CM

WEIGHT
68G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø14864 - Black
SAP# 1Ø25496- Tactical Grey
SAP# 1Ø25495 - Flat Dark Earth

PACKAGING
BLISTER - EN 

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR
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POCKET IT
| If you thought everyday carry only applied to your knife, think again. With a slimmed down 
 footprint and a built-in pocket clip, this multi-tool hangs out in your pocket until called to 
 the job. Don’t worry, it still has all the essential tools you’ve come to know and trust.

“The Suspension NXT is versatile and sturdy. My favorite tool is the pliers, which I found 
helpful when I need to adjust things on my boat or work with wire.”

– Bethany / Customer Review

SUSPENSION-NXT®  I  MULTI-TOOL W/ POCKET CLIP
Taking design cues from the original, the Suspension-NXT is the evolution of the best selling Suspension 

multi-tool. Boasting an increased tool count of 15 in a smart everyday carry package, it is equipped 
with a pocket clip that is easily carried in pocket or on belt.

FEATURES: 

Needle nose pliers, regular pliers, wire cutter, 5.72cm 
plain/serrated combination blade, scissors, real cross 
driver, large, medium, and small flathead drivers, can 
opener, bottle opener, awl, file, ruler, and wire stripper. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
1Ø.8CM

BLADE LENGTH 
5.7CM

WEIGHT
189.9G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

TOOLS
15

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP# 1Ø27512 - Stainless - BLISTER - EN
SAP# 1Ø27871 - Stainless - BOX - 16L
SAP# 1Ø55358 - Black - BOX - 16L

STAINLESS BLACK
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PROFESSIONAL GRADE
| Facing a tough job with a sub-par tool is a surefire way to do it wrong, twice, or likely both. 
Demand more and you shall receive. The Truss is a 17-tool powerhouse that is built for the 
hard-working professional.

“I'm a Blackhawk mechanic/crew chief and this is probably 
the best multi tool for my job I’ve ever had.”

– Grevlen / Customer Review 

TRUSS®  I  MULTI-TOOL + SHEATH
The Truss is an all-inclusive multi-tool, with 17 tools built to the exact needs of the professional user in a

size-conscious design. This full size multi-tool aims to remove excess heft while keeping all of the functionality. 
The result is a multi-tool that bridges the gap between the problem and the solution.

FEATURES: 

Needle nose pliers, regular pliers, wire cutter, 5.72cm 
plain edge blade, 5.72cm serrated edge blade, scissors, 
saw, real cross driver, large, medium, and small flat-
head drivers, can opener, bottle opener, awl, file, ruler, 
and wire stripper. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
1Ø.8CM

BLADE LENGTH 
5.7CM

WEIGHT
329G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

SHEATH
INCLUDED

TOOLS
17

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP# 1Ø27513 - Stainless - BLISTER - EN
SAP# 1Ø27872 - Stainless - BOX - 16L
SAP# 1Ø55359 - Black - BOX - 16L

STAINLESS BLACK
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AUSTIN, TX 
Life on the ranch means a never ending 
to-do list of real work. The Dual-Force is 
built to handle anything you throw at it.
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FEATURES: 

Blunt nose pliers, smaller faster pliers, large 
fastener pliers, wire cutters, wire stripper, 2 
position slip-lock jaw, center-axis bit driver + 
Phillips bit, 3.25" plain edge blade, saw, ruler, 
3-sided file, chisel edge, lanyard hole, #2 cross 
driver bit, #2 flat head bit + #1 cross driver bit. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
12CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.2CM

WEIGHT
340G

MATERIAL
420HC
STAINLESS STEEL

TOOLS
12

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø59828 - Stainless

PACKAGING
BLISTER - EN

NEW DUAL-FORCE  I  MULTI-TOOL + SHEATH
For tough jobs, it’s often easier to head back to the toolbox for a proper set of pliers – until now. The Dual-Force isn’t your average 
multi-tool, boasting layered construction to provide 2x the jaw strength and 2x the force to manhandle any task put in front of it. 

The adjustable 2-position slip joint jaw and extra-large teeth grasp firmly onto a variety of fasteners and apply unparalleled control. 
Additional features include a center-axis bit driver, plain edge knife blade, fine/coarse file, saw, and additional bit storage.

STAINLESS

POWER THROUGH
| When that stubborn knob, screw, or task has exhausted your toolbox, grip strength, and 
last shred of patience, it's time for a multi-tool overhaul. The Dual-Force boasts optimal 
power with a 47% narrower footprint in hand, which means you can do more with less 
fatigue. Win - win. 
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LINCOLN, NE
Whether you’re revitalizing a classic car like the 
folks at Restore a Muscle Car, or working around 
the house – the Center-Drive® is a chameleon that 
manhandles any to-do list.
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MOLLE
SHEATH

STANDARD 
BITSET

STANDARD 
BITSET

CENTER-DRIVE® I STAINLESS 
Featuring Center-Axis Tech, this driver aligns to the center of 

the tool for optimal rotation and torque. It also has a 3Ø% 
longer outboard blade and one-thumb opening jaws.

 REALITY CHECK 
| If you’re still getting by with a multi-tool that has a wobbly, off-center driver and miniature 
tools, it’s time for a dose of reality. The Center-Drive was born from one genius concept: to 

 operate like the real, full size tools you depend on. No gimmicks, no BS. It’s a mobile 
 toolbox that works like the real thing.

STANDARD
SHEATH

CENTER-DRIVE® I BLACK
Optimized for weapons maintenance  

with standard bit set.

OVERALL LENGTH 
11.9CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.2CM

WEIGHT
269.3G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

SHEATH
INCLUDED

TOOLS
14

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø27841 - Stainless

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

STAINLESS BLACK

OVERALL LENGTH 
11.9CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.2CM

WEIGHT
269.3G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

SHEATH
INCLUDED

TOOLS
14

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø26564 - Black

PACKAGING
BOX - US EN

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR
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FIELD PROVEN
| As the #1 selling multi-tool platform to the US military, the MP6ØØ is a proven workhorse from 
the backwoods to the battlefield. Keep it on hand for the tasks you expect to face, and more 
importantly, for the ones you don’t. 

“I am a retired Combat Engineer and I carried this Gerber with me on every deployment. 
Now I work on a remote island in Alaska and I carry it everyday for the unexpected repair 

that pops up when I don’t have my tool backpack. A must have for any situation.”

– Leroy / Customer Review

MP6ØØ I BLUNT NOSE + SHEATH
Sometimes the job requires brute force. Maximize your grip-
ping and squeezing powers with the blunt nose variation.

BLACK STAINLESS BLACK STAINLESS

MP6ØØ I NEEDLE NOSE + SHEATH
Find yourself in a pinch? Turn to the needle nose variation for
taking care of all those small tasks and pesky imperfections.

OVERALL LENGTH 
12.4CM

BLADE LENGTH 
6CM

WEIGHT
255.1G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

TOOLS
14

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø149Ø8 - Black
SAP# 1Ø14Ø19 - Stainless

PACKAGING
BOX - US EN

OVERALL LENGTH 
12.4CM

BLADE LENGTH 
6CM

WEIGHT
255.1G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

TOOLS
14

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø14Ø21 - Black
SAP# 1Ø14Ø2Ø - Stainless

PACKAGING
BOX - US EN

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR
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REDMOND, OR
Badassador Renee Patrick isn’t afraid 

to take the heat. In her world, the MP6ØØ 
is a repair kit, a toolbox, and... a pot holder.
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TWO OF A KIND
| It’s all fun and games until something is stuck, off kilter, or just plain broken. Keep 
a Prybrid on hand and bypass the frustration: each compact tool is a multi-functional 
marvel built to fix the mess at home, at camp, or on the job site. 

NEW PRYBRID I X
With a convenient dual-ended design that blends the best of a replaceable hobby blade knife and a 

compact multi-tool, the Prybrid X is the only tool you’ll need for quick tasks.

NEW PRYBRID I UTILITY
Combines the functionality of a replaceable utility blade knife and a compact multi-tool. This tool is 

meant to be carried in pocket or on a keychain offering immediate access to the 8 tools it houses.

TACTICAL GREY

OD GREEN

FEATURES: 

Standard utility blade, pry bar, nail puller, 
wire stripper, small and large flathead 
driver, bottle opener, and cord cut notch. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
1Ø.8CM

BLADE LENGTH 
2.5CM

WEIGHT
82.2G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL
G1Ø

TOOLS
8

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø28491 - Tactical Grey
SAP# 1Ø48Ø62 - OD Green

PACKAGING
BLISTER - 4L

FEATURES: 

Standard #11 blade, pry bar, wire stripper, 
nail puller, small and medium flathead 
driver, bottle opener, and 55Ø cord wrap. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
1Ø.2CM

BLADE LENGTH 
2.1CM

WEIGHT
48.2G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL
ALUMINUM

TOOLS
8 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø2849Ø - OD Green
SAP# 1Ø48Ø61 - Urban Blue

PACKAGING
BLISTER - 4L

OD GREEN

URBAN BLUE
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HOOD RIVER, OR
Appetite conquered and breakfast in the van
done easy, thanks to the Prybrid Utility. 
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BUTTE, MT 
Fresh off of an album release and in 
between tour dates, musician Tim 
Montana celebrates some downtime 
back on his ranch in his home state.
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GIVE IT A PRY
| If you think this pry bar is a little...extra...you’re not wrong. Offering you an extra hand or extra 
leverage, the Chonk over-delivers with 5 extra tools incorporated into the standard pry bar. Give 
it a try, you’ll thank us later.  

NEW CHONK I MULTI-TOOL
This sturdy 4” pry bar checks all the utility boxes with 5 additional tools built into the design, ensuring 

the problem is removed and the job is completed. The Chonk houses 6 total tools, including: pry bar, 
nail puller, wire cutter, large flathead driver, small flathead driver, and a bottle opener. For convenient 

carry, it also has a deep carry pocket clip and a key ring lanyard hole. 

SW/TOPO MICARTA/GRAPHITE

FEATURES: 

Available in Micarta or Aluminum inlay w/ individual 
patterns per piece, stainless steel construction, 
deep carry pocket clip and key ring lanyard hole. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
9.9CM

WEIGHT
68G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

TOOLS
6

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø64441 - SW/Topo
SAP# 1Ø6444Ø - Micarta/Graphite

PACKAGING
HANG CARD - 4L

product renderings
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MULLET  I  MULTI-TOOL
Problems aren't scheduled in advance, but solutions can be planned for. The Mullet is a compact keychain tool

that houses 9 tools to handle those unexpected daily tasks. When accessibility is key, it answers with the
ability to be carried on a keychain, from a belt loop, or through an airport.

STAINLESS

FEATURES: 

Pry bar, wire stripper, nail puller, scraper, small 
and large flathead drivers, cross driver, 1/4"hex 
driver, bottle opener, belt loop hanger, key lanyard.

OVERALL LENGTH 
7.6CM

WEIGHT
19.8G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

TOOLS
9

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø28489 - Stainless 

PACKAGING
HANG CARD - ENG

DIME  I  MULTI-TOOL
The idea is simple: always be prepared. The Dime is a mini multi-tool with an impressive list of features, ensuring you are 

ready for anything. This butterfly open tool fits on your keychain yet has 12 useful tools. 

GREEN

FEATURES: 

Spring-loaded needle nose pliers, wire cutter, 
plain edge blade, retail package opener, scissors, 
medium flathead driver, crosshead driver, bottle 
opener, tweezers, file. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
7.ØCM

BLADE LENGTH 
3.8CM

WEIGHT
62.4G 

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL 
ALUMINUM 

TOOLS
12

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP# 1Ø27819 - Black - BOX - 16L 
SAP# 1Ø14Ø31 - Green - BLISTER - EN
SAP# 1Ø27828 - Green - BOX - 16L
SAP# 1ØØ3723 - Red - BLISTER - EN
SAP# 1Ø27829 - Red - BOX - 16L

REDBLACK

ALWAYS ON HAND
| It doesn't matter if you have a fully stocked tool shed at home, if you don't have it when you 
need it - what's the point? With two multi-tools sized to tag along on your keychain or in your 
pocket, you'll be ready without thinking twice. 
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SILVER

FEATURES: 

6.35cm plain edge blade w/frame lock,
Driver with 2 sided ¼” bits, 
#2 cross driver & med flathead, Awl,
Replaceable #11 utility blade, File, Chisel edge

OVERALL LENGTH 
9.84CM

BLADE LENGTH 
6.35CM

WEIGHT
127.57G

MATERIAL
5Cr15Mov
STAINLESS STEEL

TOOLS
7

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø52457 - Silver

PACKAGING
BLISTER - 4L

TACTICAL GREY

FEATURES: 

6.35cm plain edge blade w/frame lock, Cast pry bar,
Bottle opener, Scissor, Replaceable #11 blade,
File, Chisel, Large & small flathead driver, 
Nail puller

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 1Ø.16CM
OPEN: 16.83CM

BLADE LENGTH 
6.35CM

WEIGHT
161.6G

MATERIAL
5Cr15MoV
ALUMINUM

TOOLS
1Ø

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø52458 - Tactical Grey

PACKAGING
BLISTER - 4L

THE REMIX
| Not the multi-tool you were expecting? Good, that was the point. This reimagined take on the 
tools you grab most is meant to slip easily out of sight and into pocket. Reach for it before 
work, jobs around the house, or even to crack open your favorite brew. 

NEW LOCKDOWN DRIVE  I  MULTI-TOOL
This compact multi-tool has the ideal EDC formula: low profile, modern aesthetics, and a curated mix of 

purposeful tools. Whatever gets thrown at you, now you are a pocket away from solving it with a double-sided 
bit driver, replaceable #11 blade, awl, plain edge blade, and a file.

NEW LOCKDOWN PRY  I  MULTI-TOOL
Built around one of your most useful tools, the pry bar, this pocketable multi-tool is about to be your new favorite. 

It has a cast pry bar, replaceable #11 blade, plain edge blade, scissors, and a file with chisel edge. A bottle opener 
is included for those end-of-the-work week drinks.
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BLACKCOYOTE BROWN

MULTI-MOUNT SHEATH
| A day in the wild is anything but predictable - ranging from batoning firewood, crafting shelter, or 
managing mealtime. Your environment demands a knife that can do anything and go anywhere, 
and so should you.    

STRONGARM  I  FIXED BLADE KNIFE + SHEATH
With a full tang, 42ØHC steel blade, and rubberized diamond-texture grip, this is a 

knife you can rely on. The MOLLE-compatible multi-mount sheath system offers optimal 
customization, keeping your knife ever at the ready in combat situations.  
  

FEATURES: 

Plain edge, full tang 42ØHC steel blade, ceramic blade 
coating, rubberized diamond-texture grip, striking 
pommel, nylon webbing for drop-leg carry and secondary 
retention, detachable belt hoops for horizontal belt carry, 
snap-in MOLLE strap.

OVERALL LENGTH 
24.8CM

BLADE LENGTH 
12.2CM

WEIGHT
3Ø9G 

MATERIAL
42ØHC
GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ RUBBER OVERMOLD

SHEATH
INCLUDED

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø27846 - Black
SAP# 1Ø27826 - Coyote Brown

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

HORIZONTAL BELT

VERTICAL WEBBING

BELT LOOP

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR
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v
|  Strongarm the competition with a knife 
built to the exacting needs of the serious 

outdoorsman. It moves swiftly through the 
tasks that demand more of your blade, 

such as: batoning wood for the fire. 
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TRIPLE THREAT
| The wilderness doesn’t care if you’re unprepared or under-equipped, but you should. Grab the 
American-made Principle and rest a little easier, because it over-delivers on versatility and

 durability. With 3 mounting positions and 3 ergonomic grips, this triple threat is ready 
  wherever and however you call it to action. 

PRINCIPLE I FIXED BLADE KNIFE + SHEATH
Use the Principle to concoct a shelter, wire a snare, bore a hole, or any other camping or     

bushcraft demand that appears. Equipped with an easy to resharpen zero edge blade grind, 9Ø 
degree firestriking spine, convenient lashing holes for security, and a multi-mount sheath system.

BLACK

FEATURES: 

Zero edge Scandinavian grind, 9Ø degree firestriking 
spine, versatile blade shape, multi-grip handle 
ergonomics, rubber overmold handle, and MOLLE, 
drop leg, or scout carry options. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
19.1CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.1CM

WEIGHT
153.1G

MATERIAL
42ØHC
TEXTURED RUBBER

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø5Ø243 - Black

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

HORIZONTAL BELT

VERTICAL WEBBING

BELT LOOP

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR
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|  

APPALACHIAN MTNS, PA
The best knife for the job is the one that is  
where you want it, when you need it. The  
Principle’s sheath provides 3 different  
mounting options.
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FLAT SAGE

NEW FASTBALL I CLIP FOLDING KNIFE
The Fastball is an American-made EDC knife that lives in the place where precision 

and polish meet. The trend forward yet practical design has an intuitive finger flipper 
opening, a utilitarian wharncliffe blade, and an aircraft-grade aluminum handle.

BLACK

FLIP THE SWITCH
| As intuitive as it is stylish, the one-finger deployment of the Fastball is so easy to use you’ll wonder 
how you were ever without it. Yes, really. 

FEATURES: 

S3ØV wharncliffe blade, ball bearings, precision 
detent, easy-off liner lock release, 3-position 
pocket clip, anodized aluminum handle. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 1Ø.6CM
OPEN: 18CM

BLADE LENGTH 
7.6CM

WEIGHT
76.5G 

MATERIAL
S3Ø V
ALUMINUM

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø28494 - Flat Sage
SAP# 1Ø28495 - Black

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

B.O.S.S. TECH™

Balls of Stainless Steel Technology leverages a ball-bearing system,  
providing Gerber’s smoothest, most consistent deployment to date.  
The cage system is designed to keep the balls contained for stable 
performance over the long haul.

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR
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US1 I POCKET FOLDING KNIFE
Drawing on decades of experience perfecting the folding pocket knife, the US1 is an American made  

testament to great design. The best-in-class 42ØHC blade is deployed with a simple nail nick  
and held in check by an easy to operate lock back design.

GREY

FEATURES: 

Drop point blade, nail nick, rubber 
overmold handle, large finger notch, 
lanyard hole. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 8.9CM
OPEN: 15.5CM

BLADE LENGTH 
6.6CM

WEIGHT
28.3G

MATERIAL
42ØHC
GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ RUBBER OVERMOLD 

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP# 1Ø2Ø678- Grey - BLISTER - EN
SAP# 1Ø27827- Grey - BOX - 16L

SHARKBELLY I CLIP FOLDING KNIFE
This everyday carry knife is American made and highly practical at just 65gm: it slips into your pocket or bag with ease. 
Sharkskin GripTM adds traction when in hand and the scratch-resistant pocket clip reduces risk when carried in pocket.

GREY

FEATURES: 

42ØHC stainless steel, modern drop point blade, 
glass-filled nylon handle, lock back mechanism, 
ambidextrous thumb hole, scratch-resistant 
pocket clip, lanyard hole.

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 11.9CM
OPEN: 19.7CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.2CM

WEIGHT
65.2G 

MATERIAL
42ØHC
GLASS-FILLED NYLON

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø27864 - Grey

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

EVERYDAY CLASSICS
| The whole point of an everyday knife is that it's on hand when you need it. With slimmed down 
footprints and smart design elements, the two knives below fit the bill perfectly. 

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR
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SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
1Ø61953 - Drab Red - BOX - 16L
1Ø59846 - Black - BOX - 16L 
1Ø59847 - Coyote Brown - BOX - 16L

NEW ZILCH  I  CLIP FOLDING KNIFE
Pockets don't have infinite space, so making the most of it is key when designing for the EDC user. This is where the 

Zilch comes in: a lightweight folding knife built to slip into your pocket and out of mind. A slim footprint doesn't mean 
it's slim on design, it has exposed barrels, an unexpected spine design, and the option to customize deployment.  

FEATURES: 

Compact + slender construction,
lightweight, lanyard hole, unique spine 
design, exposed barrels, thumbstud 
or nail nick deployment

OVERALL LENGTH 
18.3CM

BLADE LENGTH 
7.9CM

WEIGHT
62.3G

MATERIAL
7Cr17Mov

BLACK COYOTE BROWNDRAB RED

SLIM PICKINGS
| Generally speaking, when the pickings are slim that’s not a good thing. Yet in the case of the Zilch, 
it couldn’t be more fitting. You’ll pick it for the slim footprint that is ideal for everyday carry, but 
you’ll keep it for the unexpected style and panache. 
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STAINLESS

STAINLESS

PARAFRAME MINI I CLIP FOLDING KNIFE
When size matters, reach for the Paraframe Mini. Equipped w/ the same minimalist design and easy

to operate features as the full size, this mini tucks easily away when needed

PARAFRAME I I CLIP FOLDING KNIFE
With a streamlined, open frame design, the Paraframe is a lightweight powerhouse.

It's easy to clean, open, and carry which is everything you need in an EDC. 

PARAFRAME II I CLIP FOLDING KNIFE
The largest of the family, the Paraframe II takes the same design and features up a notch. 

Ready to handle bigger, tougher jobs, this pocket knife doesn't back down from to-do's. 

STAINLESS

FEATURES: 

Lightweight open handle design, nail nick, 
frame lock, sturdy pocket clip. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 7.9CM
OPEN: 13.3CM

BLADE LENGTH 
5.6CM

WEIGHT
43G 

MATERIAL
HIGH CARBON STAINLESS
STAINLESS STEEL

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP# 1Ø13954- Stainless - BLISTER - EN
SAP# 1Ø27821- Stainless - BOX - 16L
SAP# 1Ø27887- Black - BOX - 16L

FEATURES: 

Lightweight open handle design, thumbstud, 
frame lock, sturdy pocket clip. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 1Ø.4CM
OPEN: 18.1CM

BLADE LENGTH 
7.6CM

WEIGHT
73G 

MATERIAL
HIGH CARBON STAINLESS
STAINLESS STEEL 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø27831 - Stainless

PACKAGING
BOX- 16L

FEATURES: 

Lightweight open handle design, thumbstud, 
frame lock, sturdy pocket clip. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 12.2CM
OPEN: 21CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.6CM

WEIGHT
119G 

MATERIAL
HIGH CARBON STAINLESS
STAINLESS STEEL

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø13972- Stainless

PACKAGING
BLISTER - EN

BLACK
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|  

KODIAK, AK 
Remi Warren and his wife Danielle reaped the 
rewards of a Sitka black-tailed deer hunt last 
October. There's no better time to take your food 
into your own hands than this hunting season.
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ORANGEORANGE

ORANGE

| No two hunts are exactly alike: the pack you carry, the terrain you face, and the game you hunt all 
influence the gear you bring. The Exo-Mod series caters to this reality. Build the kit that suits your 
pursuit, using one independently or nesting multiple together to handle any task in the field.  
 

BUILD YOUR KIT

NEW EXO-MOD DROP POINT  I  FIXED BLADE KNIFE + SHEATH 
With a skeletonized full tang design, the Exo-Mod Drop Point is the ultimate in 

lightweight durability. The drop point delivers control over the task at hand, ideal 
for utility tasks and standard cuts. The Exo-Mod snap-together sheath system 

empowers users to carry what they need by customizing their kit. 

EXO-MOD LINE FEATURES: 

Lightweight skeletonized frame, full tang 
construction, high-visibility orange handles, 
and stackable/packable sheath system. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
18.6CM

BLADE LENGTH 
7.7CM

WEIGHT
51G

MATERIAL
7Cr17MoV,  
POLYPROPYLENE

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø55361 - Orange

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

NEW EXO-MOD CAPER
FIXED BLADE KNIFE + SHEATH NEW EXO-MOD SAW  I  SAW + SHEATH

OVERALL LENGTH 
21.7CM

BLADE LENGTH 
9.1CM

WEIGHT
74G

MATERIAL
7Cr17MoV,  
POLYPROPYLENE

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø5536Ø - Orange

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

OVERALL LENGTH 
19.2CM

BLADE LENGTH 
11.6CM

WEIGHT
73.7G

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL
POLYPROPYLENE

SHEATH
INCLUDED

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø55362 - Orange

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

With a skeletonized full tang design, the Exo-Mod Caper is the 
ultimate in lightweight durability. The caper is meant for the 

close-up moments of the breakdown process, ideal for detail work. 
The Exo-Mod snap-together sheath system empowers users to 

carry what they need by customizing their kit. 

With a skeletonized full tang design, the Exo-Mod Saw is the 
ultimate in lightweight durability. The saw features a crosscut 
blade for powering through tough cuts with less fatigue. The 

Exo-Mod snap-together sheath system empowers users to 
carry what they need by customizing their kit. 
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SOUTHWEST MONTANA 
Randy often hunts with his llama to take the 
weight from his back and maximize days in the 
mountains. The EBS is built to ride with it’s 
packable and lightweight carrying case.
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SPLIT-SECTM  TECH
The Randy Newberg EBS has one of the safest  
exchangeable blade systems on the market. The time 
tested tool-less blade replacement technology keeps 
you ready in the field. Safe operation and precise  
utility are available at the push of a button.

NEW RANDY NEWBERG EBS I FIXED BLADE KNIFE + CARRY CASE
Utilizing 44ØC steel, these task-specific blades will stand up to years of use. The meat and hide 

proceeds of your harvest will be in better shape due to tailored designs for each step of the process. 
Nest the handle into the back of the Quiet Carry blade box and discreetly drop it into your pack. With the 

lightweight skeletonized design, you won’t notice it until you need it.

| Going into a hunt, there’s good weight and there’s bad weight. Good weight is balanced by its 
versatility and flexibility to operate on the fly. Good weight is also known as the EBS, pulling 
triple duty to ensure every ounce is accounted for.   

ORANGE / BLACK

EXCHANGEABLE BLADE SYSTEM 

FEATURES: 

44ØC exchangeable blades for backstrap, caping/
breakdown, and multi-purpose use, lightweight 
skeletonized construction, retroreflective handle 
material, hand-hugging ergonomics, and quiet 
carry case that handle nests into. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
24.6CM

BLADE LENGTH 
11.4CM

WEIGHT
17Ø.4G

MATERIAL
44ØC STEEL EXCHANGEABLE
RUBBER OVERMOLD

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø52459 - Orange/Black

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L
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DUAL TOOL SYSTEM
| You’ve found the time, you’ve found the perfect spot, and against all odds you’ve found the 
elk of a lifetime. Don’t waste a morsel of the harvest with the DTS, the ideal hunting buddy for 
smooth breakdown in the field.

NEW RANDY NEWBERG DTS I FOLDING KNIFE + SHEATH
Whether using the Gutless Method or a traditional open cavity method, the DTS is more than capable of 

working through multiple elk with its clever Tendon Tool, preserving the life of the primary blade. Cutting those 
tough-to-get-to tendons and swedging the atlas joint apart will no longer be the demise of your knife.

TENDON TOOLTM

D2 steel for breaking down  
joints and dorsal hide 

ORANGE / BLACK

FEATURES: 

Extra-tough tendon tool, oversized 44ØC steel 
primary blade, retroreflective handle material, 
barrel construction for easy cleaning, dual 
steel liner construction, ambidextrous design. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 13.2CM
OPEN: 28.2CM

BLADE LENGTH 
MAIN BLADE: 9.6CM
SECONDARY BLADE: 5.4CM

WEIGHT
164.4G

MATERIAL
44ØC
GLASS-FILLED NYLON

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø5246Ø - Orange/Black

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L
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ORANGE / BLACKORANGE / BLACK

ORANGE / BLACK

VITAL® POCKET FOLDER  I  CLIP FOLDING KNIFE 
Featuring one of the safest Exchange-A-Blade options out there, Split Sec™ Tech, the pocket folder requires
no extra tool if you need to replace the blade on the fly. The surgically sharp blade cuts through game easily

and a large finger choil adds stability. The blaze orange handle is easily spotted in the field.

VITAL LINE FEATURES: 

High-visibility orange handles, safe exchangeable 
blades, ergonomic handle designs.

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 11.24CM
OPEN: 17.5CM

BLADE LENGTH 
7.1CM

WEIGHT
36.9G 

MATERIAL
REPLACEABLE #6Ø
RUBBER OVERMOLD

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø27855 - Orange/Black

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

VITAL SAW  I  FIXED BLADE SAW + SHEATH VITAL ZIP EAB  I  FIXED BLADE KNIFE + SHEATH

OVERALL LENGTH 
15.2CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.6CM

WEIGHT
W/O SHEATH 76.5G

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL
GLASS-FILLED PLYMER W/ RUBBER OVERMOLD

SHEATH
INCLUDED

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø27854 - Orange/Black

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

OVERALL LENGTH 
14CM

BLADE LENGTH 
STANDARD UTILITY BLADE

WEIGHT
82.2G 

MATERIAL
SK5 STEEL
ABS PLASTIC

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø27856 - Orange/Black

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

This unique tool does exactly what it promises: sawing easily 
through the bones of big game animals in comfort. The highly 
visual orange handle is rubberized and designed to fit in your 

hand securely while sawing. Serrations are set to optimize 
efficiency and body strain.

Featherlight and portable, this innovative tool was designed 
for gaining fast, easy access to whatever your day brings 
you. An efficient slicing tool with a high carbon stainless 
steel utility blade and comfortable finger hole, this tool's 

versatility is unmatched.

FIELD READY
| A lot can go wrong on a hunt, not the least of which is finding out your gear is insufficient miles 
from civilization and any other options. Take control of one of those variables with the Vital® 
series: safe and ergonomic powerhouses that handle each step of the breakdown process. 
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NEW DOWNWIND DROP POINT  I  FIXED BLADE KNIFE + SHEATH 
The drop point design empowers the user to maintain certain control over the knife with subtle jimping 

on the spine and control choils built into the ergonomic handle design. This blade shape is an all-around
workhorse, ideal for utility tasks and standard cuts. 

BLACK/GREY

DOWNWIND LINE FEATURES: 

Machined multi-layer G-1Ø scales, 
Waxed canvas sheath,
Lanyard hole, Jimping + control choil

OVERALL LENGTH 
22.78CM

BLADE LENGTH 
1Ø.8CM

WEIGHT
13Ø.12G

MATERIAL
7Cr17MoV
G1Ø

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø5984Ø - Black/Grey

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

NEW DOWNWIND CAPER
FIXED BLADE KNIFE + SHEATH

BLACK/GREY

NEW DOWNWIND ULU  I  FIXED BLADE KNIFE + SHEATH

BLACK/GREY

OVERALL LENGTH 
18.4CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.8CM

WEIGHT
59.5G

MATERIAL
7Cr17MoV
G1Ø

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø59841 - Black/Grey

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

OVERALL LENGTH 
16.6CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.69CM

WEIGHT
144.6GM

MATERIAL
7Cr17MoV
G1Ø

SHEATH
INCLUDED

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø59842 - Black/Grey

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

The caper design is meant for the close-up moments of the 
breakdown process, featuring jimping on the end of the blade 
and an oversized choil to choke up for detail work. Reach for 

this blade when more intricate cuts are needed.  

The Ulu design is meant to navigate the task of breaking 
down large game in the field, featuring large blade 

surface and an ergonomic handle design to ease fatigue. 
Maximize time and energy with this unique tool that 

provides deep, sweeping cuts.

A NEW TRADITION
| The tradition of hunting is closely tied to family, memories, and tools passed between 
generations. Evolving those familiar tools to be modern presented a unique challenge:       
honor the past while staying relevant to today's hunter.  
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|  

KODIAK, ALASKA, USA
When it comes to getting outside, and the 
people he cares about fed, there’s easy, and 
there’s the way Badassador Remi Warren 
chooses to do it. Because Easy Doesn’t fill 
up the freezer, or put food on the table.
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GATOR® CLIP POINT  I  PLAIN EDGE
This American made folding knife is built for utility w/ a full plain edge blade made of 42ØHC steel. 

The design is secured by a lock back mechanism, and the glass-filled nylon handle is sturdy. 

BLACK

FEATURES: 

42ØHC steel, plain edge blade, lock back, glass-filled 
nylon handle w/ Gator Grip® overmold, ergonomic 
design for long haul use. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 12.6CM
OPEN: 21.6CM

BLADE LENGTH 
9.5CM

WEIGHT
153.1G

MATERIAL
42ØHC
GATOR GRIP

SHEATH
INCLUDED

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø27862 - Black

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L 

GATOR® 154CM DROP POINT  I  PLAIN EDGE
This American made folding knife is synonymous w/ craftsmanship, it has a 154CM drop point, steel blade 

and a Gator Grip® handle for added comfort. The lock back mechanism ensures safe use and storage. 

BLACK

FEATURES: 

154CM steel, plain edge blade, lock back, 
glass-filled nylon handle w/ Gator Grip® 
overmold, ergonomic design for long haul use. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 12.6CM
OPEN: 21.6CM

BLADE LENGTH 
9.5CM

WEIGHT
153.1G

MATERIAL
154CM
GATOR GRIP

SHEATH
INCLUDED

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø27859 - Black

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L 

GET A GRIP
| If you think all knife handles are created equal, we invite you to test the theory on a cold, wet, 
hours-long outing. For best results [and no blisters], snag yourself one of the knives below with 
Gerber's own Gator Grip® for added comfort. 

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR

SHEATH MADE 
IN CHINA

SHEATH MADE 
IN CHINA
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SPINE  I  FIXED BLADE KNIFE +  SHEATH
This full size, full tang knife is hard-wired for outdoor adventures. It has a full plain edge blade

for heftier utility tasks and a rubber overmold handle to alleviate hot spots. 

FLAT SAGE

FEATURES: 

Full tang construction, plain edge blade, 
textured rubberized grip, lanyard hole, 
glass-filled nylon sheath w/ oversized clip. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
21.3CM

BLADE LENGTH 
9.4CM

WEIGHT
W/ Sheath 187G
W/O Sheath 147.4G

MATERIAL
7Cr17MoV
TEXTURED RUBBER

SHEATH
INCLUDED

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP# 1Ø275Ø8 - Flat Sage - BLISTER - EN
SAP# 1Ø27875 - Flat Sage - BOX - 16L

ON THE BACK TRACK 
| There are plenty of challenges on any hike: harsh weather, challenging terrain, and even the 
line-up of insufficient gear. Take control of the latter w/ the Spine: a fixed blade knife optimized 
for backpack carry on the trail. 

NEW STOWE  I  MINI FIXED BLADE KNIFE

MICARTA

NEW DIBS  I  MINI FIXED BLADE KNIFE

BLACK

OVERALL LENGTH 
15.1CM

BLADE LENGTH 
6.3CM

WEIGHT
87G

MATERIAL
440A

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

SAP CODE - COLOR - PACKAGING
SAP# 1Ø64439 - Micarta - BLISTER 
- EN
SAP# 1Ø64423 - Micarta - BOX - 16L

OVERALL LENGTH 
15.1CM

BLADE LENGTH 
6.3CM

WEIGHT
153GM

MATERIAL
440A

SHEATH
INCLUDED

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø64422 - Black

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

Who says knives have to fold to be pocket carry? A small 
yet mighty tool with the full tang strength of a fixed and 

the compact carry of a folder. The leather sheath caters to 
multiple ways to carry with a sturdy loop for on belt and a 

small footprint for in pocket. 

Who says knives have to fold to be pocket carry? Call 
Dibs for a small yet mighty tool with the full tang 

strength of a fixed blade and the compact carry of a 
folder. The leather sheath also has a belt loop for those 

who would rather show it off.

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR

product renderingproduct rendering
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G-1Ø

FLATIRON COLLECTION  I  CLIP FOLDING KNIFE
The Flatiron is the everyday carry evolution of the classic cleaver blade. At home in your pocket for daily 
tasks, grill side for a backyard BBQ, or in a backpack for camp kitchen chores, this knife crushes the 

competition on style and utility. Because easy doesn’t do just one thing well.   

CLEAVER 2.Ø
| A commanding blade shape that induces serious envy, the cleaver has evolved from a humble 
cooking and utility tool to a stylish, everyday carry option. 

“The blade comes wicked sharp out of the box,  
opens nicely and fits great in the hand.”

– Rick / Mountain Rescuer

MICARTA

FLATIRON I G-1Ø
Similar to Micarta, G-1Ø is woven fiberglass soaked in resin and then heated. 

It provides a lightweight yet durable handle material.

FLATIRON I MICARTA
A dense laminate composite material, Micarta provides a textured grip that can handle anything you throw  

at it. This version also packs a punch in the blade department with the addition of premium D2 steel. 

FEATURES: 

Trendy cleaver-style blade shape, full plain 
edge blade available in multiple steels, thumb 
hole for one-hand opening, frame lock w/ 
patented pinch plate, finger choil, pocket clip. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 12.2CM
OPEN: 21.6CM

BLADE LENGTH 
9.2CM

WEIGHT
11Ø.6G

MATERIAL
SAP# 1Ø55363 - D2 - MICARTA
SAP# 1Ø27873 - 7Cr17MoV - G-1Ø COMPOSITE

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø55363 - Micarta 
SAP# 1Ø27873 - G-1Ø

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L
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NEW FUSE  I  CLIP FOLDING KNIFE
The Fuse merges high-resolution electroformed stainless steel with lightweight glass-filled nylon to provide a rigid, stylish, trend-

forward design. Two full stainless steel liners provide added rigidity, and an exposed easy-access liner lock makes operation 
simple. Built on barrel construction, and equipped with a deep carry pocket clip, the Fuse is a step up for the EDC crowd.

FLAT SAGE

FEATURES: 

Plain edge drop point blade, dual thumbstuds, custom 
axle shroud, exposed liner lock, exposed spine liner w/ 
jimping, barrel construction, deep carry pocket clip. 

OVERALL LENGTH 
20.9CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.56CM 

WEIGHT
80G

MATERIAL
7Cr17Mov
STAINLESS STEEL

SHEATH
NA

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø59844 - Flat Sage

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

NEW AFFINITY  I  CLIP FOLDING KNIFE
Simple ergonomics and barrel construction of the Affinity create a clean and fresh look, while the pop of color pinch plate 

provides a striking aesthetic breakup on the steel frame lock. The thumb stud is adjustable to meet the ergonomic desires of 
many different sized hands, while easy access to the frame lock makes operation a breeze.

COPPER

FEATURES: 

Plain edge drop point blade, thumb stud deployment, 
frame lock, machined scale on front, pinch plate, 
barrel construction, pocket clip, lanyard hole.  

OVERALL LENGTH 
21.6CM

BLADE LENGTH 
9.4CM

WEIGHT
131G

MATERIAL
D2

SHEATH
NA

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø59843 - Copper

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L 

EDC EVOLVED
| They say "if it ain't broke, don't fix it" but in the ever-evolving world of the EDC community, that 
sentiment won't cut it. Whether that evolution comes in the form of an unexpected material, a fresh 
approach to a common problem, or simply an envy-inducing design, we've got your back [pocket].
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SOUGHT-AFTER 
KNIVES
|  

PRODUCTS

PRACTICAL USE  
FOR A KNIFE

Ø1. NEW SLIMSADA

Ø2. NEW MANSFIELD  

Ø3. TRI-TIP  

Ø4. STRAIGHTLACE  

Ø5. JUKEBOX MARBLE  

Ø6. ASADA 

Ø7. QUADRANT  

Ø8. AYAKO  

Ø9. WINGTIP  

1Ø. FLATIRON MICARTA  

11. FASTBALL  

12. SUMO  

+ Cut a box open + Remove a 
sticker   + Cut a zip tie + Use to 
make kindling  + Open Champagne 
+ Dig a hole to plant a start + Trim 
fingernails + Knock a nailhead flush 
+ Remove a watch back + Spark a 
ferro rod + Trim a loose thread + 
Use as a sundial + Remove safety 
from lighter 

Even if they don’t know what they 

need it for, anyone can reap the 

benefits of an ever-handy pocket 

knife. With a multitude of styles, 

blade shapes, and colors, these 

everyday workhorses take the 

guesswork out of gift giving. 

Ø1.

Ø7.

Ø3.

Ø2.

Ø5.

Ø6.

Ø4.
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Ø8.

Ø9.

12.

11.

1Ø.
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|  

UPPER DESCHUTES RIVER, OR

Spend less time with those pesky  
line management chores, and more  
time casting your line, setting the  
hook, and reaping the rewards.  
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MANAGE THE LINE 
| While it may not guarantee a catch, one thing that a day on the river can promise is that you 
will be tying more than your fair share of knots. The reality is that the more time you spend 
with your line out of the water, the less time you spend catching fish - streamline the process 
with the products below.

DEFENDER I COMPACT TETHER
Keep your valuable tools close at hand. The Defender tether 

offers a carabiner designed to fit on-finger for intuitive 
control and tension relief, and is secured by a positive 

engagement lock.

FREEHANDER I LINE MANAGEMENT TOOL
For cutting and securing line, the Freehander’s wide paddle 
design gives intuitive purchase in cold or wet conditions, 

and movable parts provide a custom fit.

LINEDRIVER I LINE MANAGEMENT MULTI-TOOL
The compact, dual-ended Linedriver has 6 essential line management functions - everything needed to 
simplify tying knots and handling tricky line. It includes a spinning line vise, eyelet clearing spike, hook 

threader, scissor snips, split shot crimper, and a tether ring.

FLAT SAGE / ORANGE

FLAT SAGE / ORANGEFLAT SAGE / ORANGE

OVERALL LENGTH 
12.9CM

WEIGHT
6ØG 

MATERIAL
6Ø61 ALUMINUM

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø562Ø8 - Flat Sage / Orange

OVERALL LENGTH 
7.8CM

WEIGHT
45.4G 

MATERIAL
ALUMINUM

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø562Ø7 - Flat Sage / Orange

PACKAGING
HANG CARD - EN

OVERALL LENGTH 
5.4CM

WEIGHT
3ØG 

MATERIAL
A38Ø ALUMINUM

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø562Ø5 - Flat Sage / Orange

PACKAGING
HANG CARD - EN

PACKAGING
HANG CARD - EN
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Optimized to withstand harsh saltwater environments w/ added corrosion-resistant protection. 
Engineered to meet the needs of saltwater fishermen, SALT Rx™ offers superior protection 
against corrosion, wear, and tough environments.

SALTWATER FISHING GEAR W/ SALT RX™

FISH BEYOND
| Some anglers are content to stick to the beaten path. Others can’t leave it soon 
enough. The Fish collection is built for the latter, with an innovative lineup of 
fishing gear that is purpose-built for the adventure. A new breed of fishing is here.

CROSSRIVER I FIXED BLADE + SHEATH

CONTROLLER I 6" FOLDING FILLET KNIFE 

NEW RIGOR I 11" STEAKING + SHEATH

NEW SENGYO I 9.5" SLICER + SHEATH

CONTROLLER I 6"+ SHEATH

CONTROLLER I 8"+ SHEATH

CONTROLLER I 1Ø"+ SHEATH  

NEW CEVICHE I 7" & 9" FILLET KNIFE 

product rendering
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|  

LA JOLLA, CA
Everything tastes better fresh 
caught and hard won.  
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NEW MAGNIPLIER
SPLIT RING + SHEATH

MAGNIPLIER 
NEEDLE NOSE + SHEATH

NEAT FREAK 
BRAIDED LINE CUTTERS

DEFENDER RAIL 
TETHER

PROCESSOR 
TAKE-A-PART SHEARS + SHEATH       

CONTROL THE CATCH
| It doesn't matter if you're hiking in, wading in a river, or bobbing a kayak, you 
need tools built for the adventure. Handle what's around the bend with gear that 
keeps you in control: the Magniplier, Defender, Neat Freak, and Processor. 
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|  

LA JOLLA, CA
When every second counts, reach 
for a tool that gets time back on 
your side: the intuitive-to-use 
Magniplier Split Ring.
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AMERICAN  
SPIRIT
PORTLAND, OR

Exploration defines the American experience – defying odds, 
pressing onward, defining innovation. Since 1939, Gerber 
has masterfully hand-crafted knives, tools, and equipment 
in the Portland, Oregon facility – pioneering  
an industry and honoring a heritage. 

| 
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BORN IN THE USA 
| Deep in the heart of Gerber HQ lies the factory floor, bustling with the creation of brand-new and 
time-tested products alike. Local ingenuity and American spirit collide within these walls - where 
iconic products are born, tested, and shipped worldwide.  

URBAN BLUE COYOTE

CENTER AXIS TECH™

The center axis driver offers  
maximum torque, rotation, and 
the ergonomics you’d expect  
from a dedicated driver. 

B.O.S.S. TECH™

Balls of Stainless Steel technology 
leverages a ball-bearing system, 
providing Gerber’s smoothest, most 
consistent deployment to date.

CENTER-DRIVE® PLUS | MULTI-TOOL + SHEATH
The Center-Drive Plus offers uncompromising performance through revolutionary design. The innovative 

center-axis driver opens to align like a real screwdriver, yielding maximum torque and rotation. No produc-
tivity is sacrificed with the addition of a 3Ø% longer outboard blade and one-thumb opening sliding jaws.

STAINLESS

NEW FASTBALL CLEAVER I CLIP FOLDING KNIFE
The Fastball is an American-made EDC knife that lives in the place where precision and polish meet. The trend-forward yet  

practical design has an intuitive finger flipper opening and a utilitarian cleaver blade.

OVERALL LENGTH 
11.9CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.2CM

WEIGHT
269.3G

MATERIAL
STAINLESS STEEL

SHEATH
INCLUDED 

TOOLS
14

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø28487 - Stainless

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L 

OVERALL LENGTH 
CLOSED: 1Ø.6CM
OPEN 18.6CM

BLADE LENGTH 
8.1CM

WEIGHT
76.5G 

MATERIAL
2ØCV
ALUMINUM

SAP CODE - COLOR
SAP# 1Ø562Ø3 - Coyote
SAP# 1Ø562Ø4 - Urban Blue

PACKAGING
BOX - 16L

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR

USA MADE 
Designed and manufactured 
in Portland, OR
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|  

PORTLAND, OR
Using over 686,ØØØ lbs of US made steel per 

year, Gerber is the #1 direct supplier of knives 
and multi-tools to the US military.
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1Ø19821

1Ø14959

1Ø59849

1Ø59851

1Ø1486Ø

1Ø14Ø59

1Ø14Ø61

1Ø275Ø7

1Ø24856

1Ø285ØØ

1Ø19786

1Ø14Ø53

1Ø14Ø52

1Ø14Ø54

1Ø52Ø25

The 14" Hatchet combines light heft and an ultra-sharp blade to offer unbeatable edge retention; its portable size makes it 
ideal for splitting medium-sized and smaller logs. The black PTFE coating along the blade is engineered for a sharper edge.

This evolved hatchet features efficient strength in a slim profile. With a black PTFE coating on the blade and a unique grind 
technique, the steel blade is sharper than ever. Expect clean cuts far longer than average from this smart axe, for use at the 
campsite and beyond.

Thriving in the woods is not a matter of fortune, but a matter of preparedness. The motto “two is one, and one is none” is an axiom, 
and the Bushcraft Axe is up to the challenge. A single-piece axe head with innovative overstrike guard ensures durability, while 
the rubber overmold grip at the bottom of the axe head provides additional choke-up cutting utility. A hammerhead on the back is 
not the end of the features – the waterproof Gear Storage Stick nests in the handle, hosting 274CM of paracord and two storage 
compartments for a mini lighter, firestarter, or dry tinder. Don’t be empty handed when mother nature brings a challenge.

Surviving in the wild takes no shortage of knowledge, a keen awareness, and tools you can depend on when things go sideways. 
Gear that multi-tasks is key when every ounce is accounted for. The Bushcraft Hatchet addresses two primary needs: starting 
fire and building shelter. The ergonomic design reduces weight and improves grip for long haul use, and the blade features 
machined relief for deeper cuts. Yet, the genius is in what you can't see: a gear storage compartments that are water-resistant 
and can house paracord and a mini size lighter [or fire starting material]. Waterproof gear storage stick, Paracord – 152CM, 
dry tinder or mini lighter storage, hammerhead, forged single piece axe head, overstrike guard, comfort overmold handle, and 
porting for weight reduction.

A marvel of simplicity, this tool has a single-minded goal: to settle the breaching argument. No barrier is a match for the 
beveled edge axe head, the hammer head element, or the pry bar built into the tan G-10 handle. A 420HC steel body won't break 
under pressure.

Perfect for the outdoor adventurer, this compact all-conditions axe offers great utility and a surprising addition. With a longer 
handle than the original and a forged steel head, the Gator axe has optimal striking force. The Gator Grip® handle provides 
unexpected utility: a drop point fixed blade knife that’s available when needed.

Perfect for the outdoor adventurer, this compact all-conditions axe offers great utility and a surprising addition. With a longer 
handle than the original and a forged steel head, the Gator axe has optimal striking force. The grippy handle also houses a 
coarse blade handsaw.

For a compact tool, the Pack Hatchet delivers an impressive amount of function. Exaggerated finger grooves in the handle allow 
for incredible edge control while choking up to handle detail work and precise cuts.

When every bit of weight is accounted for, the Compact Clearpath Machete is the tough, packable tool to bring along. The 
thoughtful design partners a corrosion-resistant stainless steel blade with the confidence of the tactile Gator Grip® handle. 
The dual-sided blade has a plain edge for hacking brush/vines and a crosscut saw edge for getting through branches.

The American-made Double Down Folding Machete is an outdoor tool that delivers never-before-seen function with an innova-
tive design. Folding up to half its size, the Double Down can easily stow in a pack, on a belt, or attached to MOLLE. The unique 
design allows the user 3 distinct functions in one compact package: chop, cut, and baton. A patent-pending 4 lock system 
engages in 3 positions to ensure safe operation under varying levels of stress.

With a classic multi-purpose design, this machete has an impressive 17.9 inch full tang blade that is evenly weighted and 
precision grinded for minimal exertion. Confidently secured by the Gator Grip handle, paracord lanyard, and sheath, go into the 
wild prepared.

This dual purpose machete solves two obstacles: chopping and sawing. Successful at both, the 18 inch blade features a full 
performance saw on one side, a 15 inch plain edge blade on the other. With a Gator Grip handle to keep it secure, it is ready for 
anything.

Based on the classic shape used for decades of clearing, chopping, and cutting, comes the updated Bolo. The ergonomic handle 
shape, the full tang construction, and the slip-proof grip offer smart design upgrades. Part trimmer, part axe, all business.

Built just as tough but shorter and more packable, this version keeps the same dual blade. Perfect for back-country travel, 
the plain edge tackles brush and vines while the saw cuts limbs and small trees. The Gator Grip keeps tasks comfortable and 
securely in hand.

Packed with smart design, the Versafix Pro is a compact fixed blade/machete hybrid that swings heavy with features. The 
weight-forward, skeletonized blade design gives swift results with less effort while the Chizl'd blade finish offers a sharp 
appearance. Forward jimping on the top of the blade gives grip when batoning, and the high comfort handle means less fatigue 
and hot spots. The slender multi-mount sheath has a push tab release for seamless deployment and re-sheathing.

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

14'' Hatchet (Sport Axe II)

17.5'' Freescape Camp Hatchet

Bushcraft Axe - Coyote

Bushcraft Hatchet - Coyote

Downrange Tomahawk

Gator Axe w/Knife Combo I

Gator Axe w/saw Combo II

Pack Hatchet Flat Sage Green/
Stonewash

Compact Clearpath Machete

Double Down Machete Black/
Stonewash

Gator Bush Machete

Gator Machete

Gator Bolo Machete

Gator Machete Jr.

Versafix Pro Red 

CUTTING TOOLS
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

35.6 CM

44 CM

66.68 CM

38.7 CM

48.9 CM

22.2 CM 
KNIFE - 18 CM

39.6 CM 
SAW - 26 CM

24 CM

47.6 CM

39.1 CM

61 CM

65.3 CM

57.1 CM

47.6 CM

36.3 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

21 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

6.6 CM

7.6 CM

17.46 CM

13.97 CM

6.9 CM

6.9 CM 
KNIFE - 7.31 CM

6.9 CM 
SAW - 15.5 CM

8.9 CM

27.9 CM

17.7 CM

45.5 CM

45.7 CM

39.4 CM

27.3 CM

22.8 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

640.7 W/0 SHEATH

924.2 W/O SHEATH

TBA

TBA

W/ SHEATH 861.8 
W/O SHEATH 1134

699 W/O SHEATH 
KNIFE - 56.7

W/ SHEATH 737 
SAW: 68

589.7

512.3 W/O SHEATH

W/O SHEATH 519

590

W/O SHEATH 510.3

W/ SHEATH 589.7 
W/O SHEATH 725.7

W/ SHEATH 405.4

W/ SHEATH 315 
W/O SHEATH 69

FORGED STEEL

FORGED STEEL

FORGED STEEL

FORGED STEEL

420HC

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

CARBON STEEL

CARBON STEEL

CARBON STEEL

CARBON STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ RUBBER 
OVERMOLD

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ RUBBER 
OVERMOLD

G-10 COMPOSITE

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ 
GATOR GRIP 

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ 
GATOR GRIP 

RUBBER OVERMOLD

GATOR GRIP

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

GATOR GRIP

GATOR GRIP

GATOR GRIP

GATOR GRIP

POLYPROPYLENE

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH
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1Ø14Ø28

1Ø55362

1Ø2Ø247

1Ø27854

1Ø14861

1Ø25312

1Ø14864

1Ø25495

1Ø25496

1Ø14Ø47

1Ø14877

1Ø14Ø48

1Ø562Ø5

1Ø562Ø8

As pull saws go, the Exchange-A-Blade is the ultimate in versatility. The interchangeable blades are sharp, durable, and 
designed with purpose. The coarse blade is ideal for wood, the fine blade for bone. Replacement blades are available in each.

Whether hunting, backpacking, camping, or any other outdoor pursuit, having the appropriate tools is critical. The Exo-Mod 
snap-together sheath system empowers users to carry what they need any nothing more. With a skeletonized full-tang design, 
each product in the Exo-Mod Series boasts of light weight structure while maintaining durability.

Portable. Safe. Functional. This innovative saw folds up flat for transport and utilizes 4 pivot points upon release to create a 
secure handle grip and 30.48CM cutting surface. Bright green accents are easy to spot at the campsite, keeping you aware and 
safe. Accepts all standard 30.48CM blades making replacement simple.

This unique tool does exactly what it promises: sawing easily through the bones of big game animals in comfort. The highly 
visual orange handle is rubberized and designed to fit in your hand securely while sawing. Serrations are set to optimize 
efficiency and body strain.

When ringing the doorbell isn't a reality but the need to get through a barrier is, the Ding Dong combines 3 essential breaching 
tools. Designed for MOLLE compatibility, this sledgehammer, battering ram, pry bar hybrid is all business.

Gerber’s Fire Starter is a compact, packable survival tool that is easily attached to a backpack or keychain with a lanyard, 
ensuring you are always prepared. With built-in water-resistant tinder storage, an easy to spark ferrocerium rod, a sturdy metal 
striker, and a 100 decibel emergency whistle, you are ready to take on the wild.

Developed in collaboration with law enforcement professionals, this American made pen is not your average writing implement. 
Sure, it takes notes - in the rain, snow, or otherwise. But it also has a tough machined steel body and integrated glass-breaker 
tip, just in case the day takes a turn.

Developed in collaboration with law enforcement professionals, this American made pen is not your average writing implement. 
Sure, it takes notes - in the rain, snow, or otherwise. But it also has a tough machined steel body and integrated glass-breaker 
tip, just in case the day takes a turn.

Developed in collaboration with law enforcement professionals, this American made pen is not your average writing implement. 
Sure, it takes notes - in the rain, snow, or otherwise. But it also has a tough machined steel body and integrated glass-breaker 
tip, just in case the day takes a turn.

At only 2.3 pounds, this NATO approved entrenching tool folds up to be a portable powerhouse. With a glass-filled nylon handle, 
powder-coated boron carbon steel blade, and 7075 aluminum shaft it is as tough as you need. Available with or without pick 
feature.

At only 2.3 pounds, this NATO approved entrenching tool folds up to be a portable powerhouse. With a glass-filled nylon handle, 
powder-coated boron carbon steel blade, and 7075 aluminum shaft it is as tough as you need.  

This lighweight, foldable shovel is ideal to bring along on back-country trips. A glass-filled nylon shaft and rubberized handle 
secure the grip for digging or hammering. Use as a spade or fold back to reveal a hammer for pounding, easily fold away with 
the push of a button.

The FreeHander lives up to its name, offering one-hand engagement when cutting and securing line. The wide paddle design 
gives intuitive purchase in cold or wet conditions, and moveable parts provide a custom fit. Optimized for use with Mono & 
Fluorocarbon line.

Keep the line in the water. The compact, dual-ended LineDriver has everything needed to simplify line management: one end 
rotates to quickly tie knots and clear eyelets, the other end features a crimper, hook threader, and scissor snips. A pocket clip 
and tether point keep the tool secured for easy access.

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

Exchange-A-Blade Folding Saw

Exo-Mod Saw  Orange 

Freescape Camp Saw

Vital Pack Saw 

Ding Dong Breaching Tool

Fire Starter

Impromptu Tactical Pen Black

Impromptu Tactical Pen Flat 
Dark Earth

Impromptu Tactical Pen 
Tactical Silver

E-Tool Folding Spade Commercial 

E-Tool Folding Spade Institutional 

Gorge Folding Shovel

Freehander

LineDriver Line Management Tool  

GEAR

FISHING

CUTTING TOOLS
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

36 CM

47.6 CM

37.3 CM X 16.8 CM 
X 2.8 CM

15.2 CM

68.6 CM

11.9 CM

14.2 CM

14.2 CM

14.2 CM

60.3 CM

60.3 CM

41.9 CM

5.4 CM

12.9 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

23.7 CM

23.7 CM

23.5 CM

NA

NA

17.78 CM

119.8 CM

30.5 CM

8.6 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

228.7

75

434

W/O SHEATH 76.5

W/O SHEATH 5556.5

74

68

68

68

W/O SHEATH 1057.4

W/O SHEATH 1057.4

W/O SHEATH 793.8

30

60

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

RUBBER OVERMOLD

POLYPROPYLENE

RUBBER OVERMOLD GRIP

GLASS-FILLED PLYMER W/ 
RUBBER OVERMOLD

FRP CORE, PP OVERMOLD

NA

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

6061 ALUMINUM

6061 ALUMINUM

SHEATH

SHEATH

NA

SHEATH

SHEATH

NA

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

SHEATH

SHEATH

GORGE BAG

NA

NA
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1Ø55369

1Ø55368

1Ø28475

1Ø28476

1Ø2848Ø

1Ø63144

1Ø63145

1Ø28477

1Ø5247Ø

1Ø28478

1Ø28479

1Ø52471

1Ø52472

1Ø285Ø4

1Ø52468

The durable, hot-forged Needle Nose Magniplier provides extended reach and line of sight to remove hooks from the belly. 
Engineered to meet the needs of the saltwater fisherman, SALTRx™ offers superior protection against corrosion, wear, and 
tough environments.

The durable, hot-forged Magniplier efficiently handles Size 2-10 Split Rings for quick rigging. Engineered to meet the needs of 
the saltwater fisherman, SALTRx™ offers superior protection against corrosion, wear, and tough environments.

Get a grip on the unexpected. Swift power is on hand with the durable, hot-forged Magnipliers. The ergonomic trigger grip is 
offset to keep line of sight in tight places, while the finger choil offers maximum control. The thumb lock and ambidextrous 
tether points ensure safe stowage and transport while on the move. Engineered to meet the needs of the saltwater fisherman, 
SALTRx™ offers superior protection against corrosion, wear, and tough environments.

Don’t get caught in the fray; cutting with precision was a key design influence of the Neat Freak Braided Line Cutters. Micro 
serrated blades partner with BearHand Control™ to deliver ergonomic confidence in hand.

Whether on the boat or the shore, you need a tool that can do it all. The Processor Take-A-Part work as a cohesive unit and as 
independent tools; creativity and control collide in this revolutionary design.

Make short work of messy business. The 7” Fillet Knife is designed for clean, smooth cuts with a flexible blade that provides just 
the right amount of give. The micro-textured grip and ergonomic handles offer control of the knife, even in slippery conditions.

Make short work of messy business. The 9” Fillet Knife is designed for clean, smooth cuts with a flexible blade that provides just 
the right amount of give. The micro-textured grip and ergonomic handles offer control of the knife, even in slippery conditions.

Make short work of messy business. The Controller 6" Saltwater Fillet Knife is designed for clean, smooth cuts with a flexible 
blade that provides just the right amount of give. The intuitive GuideFins™ & tactile HydroTread Grip™ offer ultimate control 
of the knife, even in slippery conditions. Engineered to meet the needs of the saltwater fisherman, SALTRx™ offers superior 
protection against corrosion, wear, and tough environments.

The Controller 6"" Folding Fillet Knife is the perfect companion for the adventurer. The intuitive GuideFins™ & tactile 
HydroTread Grip™ offer ultimate control of the knife for smooth, clean cuts, even in slippery conditions. Engineered to meet the 
needs of the saltwater fisherman, SALTRx™ offers superior protection against corrosion, wear, and tough environments.

Make short work of messy business. The Controller 8" Saltwater Fillet Knife is designed for clean, smooth cuts with a flexible 
blade that provides just the right amount of give. The intuitive GuideFins™ & tactile HydroTread Grip™ offer ultimate control 
of the knife, even in slippery conditions. Engineered to meet the needs of the saltwater fisherman, SALTRx™ offers superior 
protection against corrosion, wear, and tough environments.

Make short work of messy business. The Controller 10" Saltwater Fillet Knife is designed for clean, smooth cuts with a flexible 
blade that provides just the right amount of give. The intuitive GuideFins™ & tactile HydroTread Grip™ offer ultimate control 
of the knife, even in slippery conditions. Engineered to meet the needs of the saltwater fisherman, SALTRx™ offers superior 
protection against corrosion, wear, and tough environments.

Born to handle the big jobs. This full tang control freak pairs a stiff, scimitar blade with a comfortable Hydrotread Grip to effi-
ciently process or steak large species of fish. The tactile HydroTread Grip™ offers ultimate control of the knife, even in slippery 
conditions. Engineered to meet the needs of the saltwater fisherman, SALTRx™ offers superior protection against corrosion, 
wear, and tough environments.

This full-tang, Japanese inspired slicer glides through fish with ease. The tactile HydroTread Grip™ offers ultimate control 
of the knife, even in slippery conditions. Engineered to meet the needs of the saltwater fisherman, SALTRx™ offers superior 
protection against corrosion, wear, and tough environments.

The CrossRiver fixed blade is easy to stow on belt or PFD and a quick-release trigger lock deploys with control. This utilitarian 
knife handles varied materials efficiently and is an ideal pick for any adventure, doubling as a rescue knife if things go awry. 
Engineered to meet the needs of the saltwater fisherman, SALTRx™ offers superior protection against corrosion, wear, and 
tough environments.

Customize your sled like a cockpit. Simply slide the tether on the rail and lock it down with one hand. With a 100 degrees of 
pivot, 48” Dyneema Cable and a carabiner designed to fit on-finger for intuitive control, your tool will always be ready for the 
next catch. 

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

Magniplier 7.5" Needlenose Pliers

Magniplier 7.5" Split Ring Pliers

Magniplier 7.5" Standard Pliers  

Neat Freak - Braided Line Cutters Salt

Processor - Take A Part Shears Salt

Ceviche 7'' Fillet Knife

Ceviche 9'' Fillet Knife

Controller 6" Fillet Knife Salt

Controller 6" Folding Fillet Knife Salt

Controller 8" Fillet Knife Salt

Controller 10" Fillet Knife Salt

Controller Rigor Processing Knife

Controller Sengo Processing Knife

CrossRiver Combo Knife Salt

Defender Rail Tether Cyan/Muck

FISHING
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

19 CM

15.2 CM

19 CM

15.2 CM

24.7 CM

31.5 CM

36.7 CM

29.8 CM

34 CM

34 CM

39.3 CM

37.5 CM

48.7 CM

19.5 CM

8.6 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

18.5 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

17.7 CM

23.3 CM

15.2 CM

14.9 CM

20.3 CM

25.4 CM

27.9 CM

24.1 CM

8 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

150

150

150

68

201

88

94

113

156

139

113

471

294

87

88

NA

NA

NA

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

5CR15MOV

5CR15MOV

9CR18MOV

9CR18MOV

9CR18MOV

9CR18MOV

9CR18MOV

9CR18MOV

NA

NA

FORGED

FORGED

FORGED

GLASS-REINFORCED 
POLYPROPYLENE & TPE

RUBBER

POLYPROPLENE

POLYPROPLENE

GLASS-REINFORCED
POLYPROPYLENE & TPE

GLASS-REINFORCED
POLYPROPYLENE & TPE

GLASS-REINFORCED
POLYPROPYLENE & TPE

GLASS-REINFORCED
POLYPROPYLENE & TPE

GLASS-REINFORCED
POLYPROPYLENE & TPE

GLASS-REINFORCED
POLYPROPYLENE & TPE

GLASS-REINFORCED
POLYPROPYLENE & TPE

ALUMINUM

CARABINER/ 
SHEATH

CARABINER/ 
SHEATH

CARABINER/ 
SHEATH

NA

NA

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

NA

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

NA
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1Ø562Ø7

1Ø562Ø6

1Ø27848

1Ø28496

1Ø28499

1Ø28497

1Ø28498

1Ø52462

1Ø253Ø7

1Ø59841

1Ø5984Ø

1Ø59842

1Ø55361

1Ø5536Ø

1Ø52Ø24

1Ø1489Ø

1Ø14887

Keep valuable tools close at hand. The Defender Compact Tether offers a carabiner designed to fit on-finger for intuitive control 
and tension relief, it is secured by a positive engagement lock. Easily carry w/ the removable pin, wide-body flexible clip, or 
lanyard hole.

The Defender Tether offers a carabiner designed to fit on-finger for intuitive control and a patented line vise on each side for 
secure tension relief. Line is protected by an override lock-out system, and the tool is easily carried on straps, belts, or waders 
w/ a wide-body flexible clip.

Tough and ever at the ready, this knife was developed to confidently handle tactical situations. The tanto blade is deployed at 
lightning speed with the FAST opening mechanism, while the textured G-10 handle keeps the knife securely in hand.

The luxe design of the Highbrow takes the pocket dump up a notch. The assisted opening mechanism is smoothly activated by 
the convenient finger flipper. Ease of use is a priority with the ambidextrous design: the pivot lock can be accessed from both 
sides and the pocket clip can be arranged for left or right hand carry.

The luxe design of the Highbrow takes the pocket dump up a notch. The assisted opening mechanism is smoothly activated by 
the convenient finger flipper. Ease of use is a priority with the ambidextrous design: the pivot lock can be accessed from both 
sides and the pocket clip can be arranged for left or right hand carry.

The luxe design of the Highbrow takes the pocket dump up a notch. The assisted opening mechanism is smoothly activated by 
the convenient finger flipper. Ease of use is a priority with the ambidextrous design: the pivot lock can be accessed from both 
sides and the pocket clip can be arranged for left or right hand carry.

The luxe design of the Highbrow takes the pocket dump up a notch. The assisted opening mechanism is smoothly activated by 
the convenient finger flipper. Ease of use is a priority with the ambidextrous design: the pivot lock can be accessed from both 
sides and the pocket clip can be arranged for left or right hand carry.

The luxe design of the Highbrow takes the pocket dump up a notch. The assisted opening mechanism is smoothly and quickly 
activated buy the finger flipper. Ease of use is a priority with the ambidextrous design: the Pivot Lock can be accessed from both 
sides making closing the knife a breeze and the pocket clip can be arranged for left of right hand carry.

Designed and built in Portland, Oregon, this assisted-opening knife offers Gerber’s smoothest, most consistent deployment to 
date. Including B.O.S.S. Tech™, it features a ball-bearing system to reduce friction & provide stable performance for the long 
haul. Intuitively designed and painstakingly tested, the US-Assist is the next generation of the everyday pocket knife.

The Downwind Series is a nod to the aesthetics of the past, married with the materials of modern day. The caper design is 
meant for the close-up moments of the breakdown process, featuring jimping on the end of the blade and an oversized choil 
to choke up for detail work. Reach for this blade shape when  more intricate cuts are needed. Machined multi-layer G-1Ø scales, 
waxed canvas sheath, lanyard hole, jimping + control choil.

The Downwind Series is a nod to the aesthetics of the past, married with the materials of modern day. The drop point design 
empowers the user to maintain certain control over the knife with subtle jimping on the spine and control choils built into the 
ergonomic handle design. This blade shape is an all-around workhorse, ideal for utility tasks and standard cuts. Machined 
multi-layer G-1Ø scales, waxed canvas sheath, lanyard hole, jimping + control choil.

The Downwind Series is a nod to the aesthetics of the past, married with the materials of modern day. The Ulu design is meant 
to navigate the task of breaking down large game in the field, featuring large blade surface and an ergonomic  handle design 
to ease fatigue. Maximize time and energy with this unique tool that provides deep, sweeping cuts. Machined multi-layer G-1Ø 
scales, waxed canvas sheath, lanyard hole, jimping + control choil.

Whether hunting, backpacking, camping, or any other outdoor pursuit, having the appropriate tools is critical. The Exo-Mod 
snap-together sheath system empowers users to carry what they need any nothing more. With a skeletonized full-tang design, 
each product in the Exo-Mod Series boasts of light weight structure while maintaining durability.

Whether hunting, backpacking, camping, or any other outdoor pursuit, having the appropriate tools is critical. The Exo-Mod 
snap-together sheath system empowers users to carry what they need any nothing more. With a skeletonized full-tang design, 
each product in the Exo-Mod Series boasts of light weight structure while maintaining durability.

This knife was created for one reason: to be your go-to knife on the hunt. Full tang construction gives added strength to the 4 
inch blade, while larger finger grooves offer comfort for all day use. The TacHide overmold provides secure grip in any weather. 
Lightweight Handle - Easy to carry,  TacHide Onlay - For secure grip in all conditions. Large Finger Grooves - For comfort and 
security. Full Plain Edge Blade. Nylon Sheath - Wear resistant.

First introduced in 1966, this combat knife has stood the test of time. Specifically designed for combat applications, the black 
oxide coated 420HC blade is double serrated. A die cast aluminum handle and and well-placed bolsters give secure grip.

Field tested with American troops, this 10 inch survival knife was engineered in partnership with our country's bravest. This 
MOLLE compatible knife is rugged and versatile, with a partially serrated blade that can also serve as pommel or a spear. The 
sheath includes a built-in blade sharpener. 

Defender Tether Compact Hanging 

Defender Tether L Hanging 

06 Fast AO Folder Tanto 

Highbrow Compact Blue 

Highbrow Compact Green 

Highbrow Compact Onyx FE 

Highbrow Compact Onyx SE 

Highbrow Large AO FE Onyx FE 

US-ASSISTS30VFE

Downwind Caper - Black

Downwind Fixed DP - Black

Downwind Ulu - Black

Exo-Mod Caper FE Orange 

Exo-Mod Fixed DP FE Orange 

Freeman Guide Fixed Black DP

Gerber Mark II

LMF II Infantry Coyote Brown

ASSISTED OPENING KNIVES - NOT AVAILABLE IN ALL MARKETS

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry MethodFISHING

FIXED BLADE KNIVES
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2.54 CM

2.54 CM

21.8 CM

17.5 CM

17.5 CM

17.5 CM

17.5 CM

20.7 CM

18.3 CM

18.4 CM

22.78 CM

16.6 CM

18.6 CM

21.7 CM

21.3 CM

32.4 CM

26.9 CM

NA

NA

12.2 CM

10.14 CM

10.14 CM

10.14 CM

10.14 CM

10.14 CM

10.8 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

9.7 CM

7.1 CM

7.1 CM

7.1 CM

7.1 CM

8.6 CM

7.6 CM

8.8 CM

10.8 CM

12.3 CM

5.7 CM

9.6 CM

10.1 CM

16.5 CM

12.2 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

48

85

161.6

124.7

124.7

124.7

124.7

170.1

136.1

60

130

143

51

74

100

227

W/ SHEATH 688.3
W/O SHEATH 330.10

NA

NA

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

 CPM S30V

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

5CR15MOV

5CR15MOV

420HC

420HC

NA

NA

G-10 COMPOSITE

ANODIZED ALUMINUM

ANODIZED ALUMINUM

ANODIZED ALUMINUM

ANODIZED ALUMINUM

ANODIZED ALUMINUM

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

G10

G10

G10

POLYPROPYLENE

POLYPROPYLENE

TACHIDE ONLAY

DIE CAST ALUMINUM

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

CARABINER

CARABINER

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method
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1Ø27863

1Ø13929
& 1Ø2782Ø

1Ø5Ø243

1Ø14889

1Ø52459

1Ø27846

1Ø27847

1Ø27826

1Ø2784Ø

1Ø55367

1Ø27856

1Ø64422

1Ø275Ø8
& 1Ø27875

1Ø64423 
& 1Ø64439

1Ø5Ø242

1Ø59843

1Ø55365

Field tested with American troops, this 10 inch survival knife was engineered in partnership with our country's bravest. This 
MOLLE compatible knife is rugged and versatile, with a partially serrated blade that can also serve as pommel or a spear. The 
sheath includes a built-in blade sharpener. 

For unmatched control and precision, this full tang fixed blade knife offers a balanced design and comfortable grip. The plain 
edge, drop point blade affords ultimate utility for hunting and camping tasks alike. Gut hook feature also available.

Directly in alignment with Gerber’s pioneering spirit, the Principle is an empowering tool that accomplishes tasks of all shapes 
and sizes. With its where-you-need-it triple mounting sheath system, the Principle is never out of reach. Use this tool to concoct 
a shelter, wire a snare, bore a hole, or any other camping of bushcraft demand that may appear. Equipped with an easy to 
re-sharpen Scandinavian Grind edge, the Principle is purpose-built to run the longhaul. The 90 degree spine empowers users 
to start a fire with a variety of striking rods. Whatever circumstance the outdoors may throw your way, the Principle is designed 
to overcome.

Based on the award-winning LMF II, this smaller knife packs the same punch. The full tang 420HC American steel blade is 
beefy, coated with ceramic for corrosion resistance and reduced visibility. A friction lock, MOLLE compatible sheath is included.

Randy Newberg has been harvesting more animals than you for a long time. Along the way, he has learned a plethora of 
priceless information on how to get the job done better. Whether using the Gutless Method or a traditional open cavity method, 
the EBS is more than all you need. Utilizing 440C steel, these task-specific blades will stand up to years of use. The meat and 
hide proceeds of your harvest will be in better shape due to tailored designs for each step of the process. Nest the handle into 
the back of the Quiet Carry blade box and discreetly drop it into your pack, with the lightweight skeletonized design, you won’t 
notice it until you need it.

With a full tang, 420HC steel blade and rubberized diamond-texture grip, this is a knife you can rely on. The MOLLE-compatible 
multi-mount sheath system offers optimal customization, keeping your knife ever at the ready in combat situations.

With a full tang, 420HC steel blade and rubberized diamond-texture grip, this is a knife you can rely on. The MOLLE-compatible 
multi-mount sheath system offers optimal customization, keeping your knife ever at the ready in combat situations.

With a full tang, 420HC steel blade and rubberized diamond-texture grip, this is a knife you can rely on. The MOLLE-compatible 
multi-mount sheath system offers optimal customization, keeping your knife ever at the ready in combat situations.

With a full tang, 420HC steel blade and rubberized diamond-texture grip, this is a knife you can rely on. The MOLLE-compatible 
multi-mount sheath system offers optimal customization, keeping your knife ever at the ready in combat situations.

Loaded with innovations, this knife has everything. The Gerber Ultimate Survival Knife features a half serrated, drop point 
blade, a textured rubber grip, a steel hammer pommel, and an emergency whistle. The durable sheath has a sharpener and a 
firestarter.

Featherlight and portable, this innovative tool was designed for gaining fast, easy access to whatever your day brings you. 
An efficient slicing tool with a high carbon stainless steel utility blade and comfortable finger hole, this tool's versatility is 
unmatched.

Who says knives have to fold to be pocket carry? Call Dibs for a small yet mighty tool with the full tang strength of a fixed blade 
and the compact carry of a folder. The leather sheath also has a belt loop for those who would rather show it off.

Every outdoorsman needs a utility blade for tasks around camp and on the trail, whether it be for making kindling, cutting rope, 
or opening a bag of trail mix. The Spine Fixed Blade brings exactly what is needed - a sturdy, full tang blade, rubberized grip for 
all weather conditions, and rugged glass-filled nylon sheath for safe storage and transport.

Who says knives have to fold to be pocket carry? A small yet mighty tool with the full tang strength of a fixed and the compact 
carry of a folder. The leather sheath caters to multiple ways to carry with a sturdy loop for on belt and a small footprint for in 
pocket. 

Not only relegated to the kitchen, the Tri-Tip Mini Cleaver is a unique solution for a variety of daily tasks. The robust cleaver 
blade has two functions: a beveled leading edge is ideally positioned for scraping and the full plain edge knife easily handles 
cutting needs. The machined aluminum handle is textured for added grip and less slip while working.

A little something for those high-tone occasions, the Affinity is an EDC knife with class. The Affinity has simple ergonomics, 
barrel construction, and an elevated color palette for those with elevated style. No design is sacrificed for style with an  djust-
able thumbstud that caters to many different sized hands; easy access to the frame lock makes operation a breeze. Machined 
copper scales, D2 blade, adjustable or removable thumb stud, barrel construction, custom axle shroud, easy access frame lock, 
pinch plate.

If you think a cleaver only belongs in the kitchen, think again. The Asada folding knife takes an EDC-spin on the classic shape, 
optimizing materials and design to deliver a knife you can't wait to show off. The finger flipper operations is seamless with 
B.O.S.S. Tech for consistency and an anti-pinch plate for performance.

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

LMF II Infantry Fixed Black 

Moment Fixed Large Drop Point

Principle Bushcraft Fixed Black 

Prodigy SE

Randy Newberg Fixed EBS 

Strongarm Fixed Black Plain Edge 

Strongarm Fixed Coyote Serrated 

Strongarm Fixed Plain Edge Coyote 

Strongarm Fixed Serrated Black 

Ultimate Survival Fixed SE FSG 

Vital Zip EAB 

Dibs Black

Spine Fixed Green

Stowe Micarta

Tri-Tip Mini Cleaver Silver 

Affinity - Copper/D2

Asada Folder Micarta Olive PE 

FIXED BLADE KNIVES

CLIP FOLDING KNIVES
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

26.9 CM

21.5 CM

21.3 CM

24.8 CM

24.6 CM

24.8 CM

24.8 CM

24.8 CM

24.8 CM

12 CM

14 CM

15.1 CM

21.3 CM

15.1 CM

14.4 CM

21.46 CM

19 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

10.1 CM

12.2 CM

8.8 CM

9.4 CM

12.1 CM

11.4 CM

12.2 CM

12.2 CM

12.2 CM

12.2 CM

25.4CM

STANDARD UTILITY 
BLADE

6.3 CM

9.4 CM

6.3 CM

7.3 CM

9.4 CM

8.1 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

W/ SHEATH 688.3 
W/O SHEATH 330.9

159

153

W/ SHEATH 353 
W/O SHEATH 24

170.4

309

309

309

309

250

83

63

153

87

W/ SHEATH 190 
W/O SHEATH 256

131

133.2

420HC

5CR15MOV

420HC W/ CERAMIC 
COATING

420HC

440C STEEL
EXCHANGEABLE

420HC

420HC

420HC

420HC

7CR17MOV

SK5 STEEL

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV 

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV 

D2

D2

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

NYLON CORE W/ RUBBER 
OVERMOLD

TEXTURED RUBBER

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ RUBBER 
OVERMOLD

RUBBER OVERMOLD

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ RUBBER 
OVERMOLD

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ RUBBER 
OVERMOLD

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ RUBBER 
OVERMOLD

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ RUBBER 
OVERMOLD

POLYPROPYLENE

ABS PLASTIC

440A

TEXTURED RUBBER

MICARTA

ANODIZED ALUMINUM

COPPER

 MICARTA

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

LEATHER SHEATH

SHEATH

LEATHER SHEATH

SHEATH

CLIP

CLIP
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1Ø55364

1Ø5Ø26Ø

1Ø2Ø246

1Ø15537

1Ø19236

1Ø562Ø3

1Ø562Ø4

1Ø28495

1Ø28494

1Ø55363

1Ø27873

1Ø59844

1Ø14Ø8Ø

1Ø48Ø65

1Ø2787Ø

1Ø5Ø261

1Ø64424

1Ø64425

If you think a cleaver only belongs in the kitchen, think again. The Asada folding knife takes an EDC-spin on the classic shape, 
optimizing materials and design to deliver a knife you can't wait to show off. The finger flipper operations is seamless with 
B.O.S.S. Tech for consistency and an anti-pinch plate for performance.

The Ayako’s slender design, married with its smooth aluminum scales, takes pocketability to the next level. Add in the swagger 
with which the knife carries itself and the Ayako is quickly set apart as an EDC hero. Taking notes from modern Japanese design 
and heritage friction folders, the product crosses centuries of design and packs a punch.

Designed for soldiers and first responders, this tough knife has a full size, plain edge tanto blade for maximum piercing and 
slicing capabilities. The 154CM steel blade is anchored with a lock back design providing structural integrity in heavy-duty 
applications.

Profoundly versatile and easy to use, this knife is meant to tackle your daily life. With a rugged polycarbonate handle that also 
has SoftGrip inserts, this handle offers superior grip. Easily deploy the blade with a well-placed cutout, as the name suggests.

Profoundly versatile and easy to use, this knife is meant to tackle your daily life. With a rugged polycarbonate handle that also 
has SoftGrip inserts, this handle offers superior grip. Easily deploy the blade with a well-placed cutout, as the name suggests.

The Fastball is an American-made EDC knife that lives in the place where precision and polish meet. The trend forward yet 
practical design has an intuitive finger flipper opening, a bold cleaver blade, and an aircraft-grade aluminum handle. Equipped 
w/ B.O.S.S. Tech™, the Fastball lives up to its name offering quick, smooth deployment - every time.

The Fastball is an American-made EDC knife that lives in the place where precision and polish meet. The trend forward yet 
practical design has an intuitive finger flipper opening, a bold cleaver blade, and an aircraft-grade aluminum handle. Equipped 
w/ B.O.S.S. Tech™, the Fastball lives up to its name offering quick, smooth deployment - every time.

The Fastball is an American-made EDC knife that lives in the place where precision and polish meet. The trend forward yet 
practical design has an intuitive finger flipper opening, a utilitarian wharncliffe blade, and an aircraft-grade aluminum handle. 
Equipped w/ B.O.S.S. Tech™, the Fastball lives up to its name offering quick, smooth deployment - every time.

The Fastball is an American-made EDC knife that lives in the place where precision and polish meet. The trend forward yet 
practical design has an intuitive finger flipper opening, a utilitarian wharncliffe blade, and an aircraft-grade aluminum handle. 
Equipped w/ B.O.S.S. Tech™, the Fastball lives up to its name offering quick, smooth deployment - every time.

This pocket knife is built for utility with a cleaver blade in a folding application. The FlatIron pocket folder features a robust 3.6 
inch blade, a textured micarta handle, and a sturdy frame lock design. The reverse curvature of the knife’s spine keeps knuckles 
away from the cutting surface, allowing the user to cut and chop with precision.

This pocket knife is built for utility with a cleaver blade in a folding application. The FlatIron pocket folder features a robust 3.6 
inch blade, a textured G-10 composite handle, and a sturdy frame lock design. The reverse curvature of the knife’s spine keeps 
knuckles away from the cutting surface, allowing the user to cut and chop with precision.

The same-old, same-old doesn't cut it anymore in the trend-focused EDC community, they expect gear that over-delivers on 
style and quality. The Fuse does both: the design is anchored in ease of use with barrel construction and a liner lock but is 
amped up w/ high-resolution electroformed stainless steel scales, an exposed spine, and a unique axle shroud. Electroformed 
stainless steel grip section, easy access liner lock, exposed spine liner w/ jimping, barrel construction, Escutcheon axle shroud, 
deep carry pocket clip, lightweight.

Gerber understands that being prepared isn't a one time occurrence, it is a way of life. The Gerber Daily Carry series is designed 
to keep you one step ahead with portable, easy to use tools that connect to your zipper or keychain. The range of tools can 
handle any task.

The Jukebox is a modern twist to an old school classic. Paying homage to the knives used by barbers with an everyday carry 
appeal, this knife leaves an impression with a full edge blade that is easily deployed for the total EDC package.

For knife users who carry every day, compact knives are often the preferred tool of choice. A smaller profile takes up less space 
in the pocket and draws less attention when pulled out for use. The Kettlebell folder features a rugged 7Cr17MoV blade, sturdy 
frame lock, and coined aluminum handle that is textured for secure grip.

The Key Note is a do-it-all knife that packs a surprising amount of utility into a compact frame. The dual-use blade is deployed 
w/ a starter tab and secured open w/ a nail nick, it offers both a scraping and a cutting edge. The stout blade can be carried a 
multitude of ways: on belt, in pocket, or on a keychain.

The Mansfield joins a timeless classic Swayback design with a modern Micarta handle and Scandi Grind to create the perfect 
pocket companion for every day tasks. Wears like your favorite pair of jeans yet styled for any occasion.

 

The Mansfield joins a timeless classic Swayback design with a modern Micarta handle and Scandi Grind to create the perfect 
pocket companion for every day tasks. Wears like your favorite pair of jeans yet styled for any occasion.

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

Asada Folder Onyx PE 

Ayako Folding Pocket Silver 

Edict Folding Clip Knife 

E-Z Out Rescue

E-Z Out Skeleton - Serrated 

Fastball Cleaver 20CV Coyote 

Fastball Cleaver 20CV Urban Blue 

Fastball Warncliff BLK 

Fastball Warncliff FSG 

Flatiron D2 Micarta Blue 

Flatiron Folding Cleaver G10 

Fuse - Green

GDC Zip Blade

Jukebox - Marble

Kettlebell Folder Grey 

KeyNote Folding Pocket 

Mansfield Micarta Natural

Mansfield Micarta Olive

CLIP FOLDING KNIVES
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

19 CM

20.5 CM

12.6 CM

20 CM

20 CM

18.2 CM

18.2 CM

18 CM

18 CM

21.6 CM

21.6 CM

20.9 CM

64.1 CM

16.7 CM

15.8 CM

9.6 CM

18.9 CM

18.9 CM

10.1 CM

11.7 CM

12.4 CM

11.4 CM

11.4 CM

10.16 CM

10.16 CM

10.16 CM

10.16 CM

11.4 CM

11.4 CM

NA

48.2 CM

11.4 CM

9.1 CM

7.3 CM

10.9 CM

10.9 CM

8.1 CM

8.8 CM

9.1 CM

8.9 CM

8.9 CM

7.6 CM

7.6 CM

7.6 CM

7.6 CM

9.7 CM

9.7 CM

8.56 CM

19.3 CM

6.8 CM

6.3 CM

2.2 CM

8 CM

8 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

133.2

107.4

102.1

73.7

73.7

76.5

76.5

76.5

76.5

178.6

178.6

80

18

110

178.6

66

90

90

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

154CM

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

CPM 20V

CPM 20V

CPM S30V

CPM S30V

D2

7CR17MOV 

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

5CR

D2

D2

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM  

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ RUBBER 
OVERMOLD

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ 
TACHIDE INLAY

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ 
TACHIDE INLAY

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

MICARTA

G-10 COMPOSITE

STAINLESS STEEL

3CR13MOV

ACRYLIC SCALE

ANODIZED ALUMINUM

ACRYLIC SCALE

MICARTA

MICARTA

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CARABINER

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP/KEYCHAIN

CLIP

CLIP
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1Ø27831

1Ø13968
& 1Ø27832

1Ø27833

1Ø13972

1Ø13971
& 1Ø27822

1Ø27837

1Ø13954
& 1Ø27821

1Ø27887

1Ø27884

1Ø5Ø249

1Ø13974
& 1Ø27851

1Ø27852

1Ø27864

1Ø64426

1Ø5Ø248

1Ø5Ø247

1Ø55366

1Ø27855

1Ø59846

1Ø59847

1Ø61953

This lightweight everyday carry knife has an open frame that is the ultimate in minimalist design. Easy to clean, carry, and open, 
the Paraframe is an effortless addition to your pocket or belt clip. Available in multiple blade variations, this knife handles it all.

This lightweight everyday carry knife has an open frame that is the ultimate in minimalist design. Easy to clean, carry, and open, 
the Paraframe is an effortless addition to your pocket or belt clip. Available in multiple blade variations, this knife handles it all.

This lightweight everyday carry knife has an open frame that is the ultimate in minimalist design. Easy to clean, carry, and open, 
the Paraframe is an effortless addition to your pocket or belt clip. Available in multiple blade variations, this knife handles it all.

This lightweight everyday carry knife has an open frame that is the ultimate in minimalist design. Easy to clean, carry, and open, 
the Paraframe is an effortless addition to your pocket or belt clip. Available in multiple blade variations, this knife handles it all.

This lightweight everyday carry knife has an open frame that is the ultimate in minimalist design. Easy to clean, carry, and open, 
the Paraframe is an effortless addition to your pocket or belt clip. Available in multiple blade variations, this knife handles it all.

This lightweight everyday carry knife has an open frame that is the ultimate in minimalist design. Easy to clean, carry, and open, 
the Paraframe is an effortless addition to your pocket or belt clip. Available in multiple blade variations, this knife handles it all.

This lightweight everyday carry knife has an open frame that is the ultimate in minimalist design. Easy to clean, carry, and open, 
the Paraframe is an effortless addition to your pocket or belt clip. Available in multiple blade variations, this knife handles it all.

This lightweight everyday carry knife has an open frame that is the ultimate in minimalist design. Easy to clean, carry, and open, 
the Paraframe is an effortless addition to your pocket or belt clip. Available in multiple blade variations, this knife handles it all.

The classic pocket carry is reinvigorated with fresh colors and updates to the all steel design. A modern drop point blade is 
deployed with dual thumbstuds for ambidextrous opening, and a durable frame lock can be operated with one hand.

The Quadrant is a fashion statement with a function. With its finger flip, the blade is easily deployed and held in place with a 
sturdy frame lock. The unique bamboo handle gives this knife a stand-out look that’s sure to catch anyone’s eye.

The undeniable focus of the minimal design, the circular ring in the handle provides intrigue as well as additional stability 
while in use. With a corrosion resistant plain edge blade, the Remix is a surprisingly tough addition to your daily routine.

The undeniable focus of the minimal design, the circular ring in the handle provides intrigue as well as additional stability 
while in use. With a corrosion resistant serrated edge blade, the Remix is a surprisingly tough addition to your daily routine.

This take on the everyday carry pocket knife has serious bite. American made, dependable, and highly practical, a proven design is 
enhanced with a modern sheepsfoot blade w/ flat top serrations, textured Sharkskin Grip™, and a scratch-resistant pocket clip.

The stylish pocket clip may be the least used feature on the Slimsada  cause you won’t want to put it away. Besides being a 
solid workhorse, the Flank is the trifecta of fidget factor: Easy Thumb Hole opening, Framelock closure and amazing Micarta 
hand feel. 

The Straightlace is a slip joint knife designed to open and close without a traditional lock. With it’s almost 3” blade, this slip 
joint knife is designed to tackle any and all duties. A simple yet modern take on a classic gentleman’s knife.

The Straightlace is a slip joint knife designed to open and close without a traditional lock. With it’s almost 3” blade, this slip 
joint knife is designed to tackle any and all duties. A simple yet modern take on a classic gentleman’s knife.

The Sumo means business. Covertly nesting in a pocket, emerging with authority. This oversized knife is as assertive as it gets. 
Swinging freely with a pivot lock mechanism, this easy-to-operate folder is a detailed piece of art. Ceramic coated liners deliver 
a pop that draws attention, and layered G10 delivers a pallet for ergonomic interaction.

Featuring one of the safest Exchange-A-Blade options out there, a surgically sharp blade cuts through game easily, requiring no 
extra tool if you need to replace the blade on the fly. The orange handle is easily spotted and a large finger choil adds stability.

Pockets don't have infinite space, so making the most of it is key when designing for the EDC user. This is where the Zilch 
comes in: a lightweight folding knife built to slip into your pocket and out of mind. A slim footprint doesn't mean  it's slim 
on design, it has exposed barrels, an unexpected spine design, and the option to customize deployment. Compact + slender 
construction, lightweight, lanyard hole, unique spine design, exposed barrels, thumb stud or nail nick deployment."

Pockets don't have infinite space, so making the most of it is key when designing for the EDC user. This is where the Zilch 
comes in: a lightweight folding knife built to slip into your pocket and out of mind. A slim footprint doesn't mean  it's slim 
on design, it has exposed barrels, an unexpected spine design, and the option to customize deployment. Compact + slender 
construction, lightweight, lanyard hole, unique spine design, exposed barrels, thumb stud or nail nick deployment."

Pockets don't have infinite space, so making the most of it is key when designing for the EDC user. This is where the Zilch 
comes in: a lightweight folding knife built to slip into your pocket and out of mind. A slim footprint doesn't mean  it's slim 
on design, it has exposed barrels, an unexpected spine design, and the option to customize deployment. Compact + slender 
construction, lightweight, lanyard hole, unique spine design, exposed barrels, thumb stud or nail nick deployment.

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

Paraframe I Folder Plain Edge 

Paraframe I Folder Serrated

Paraframe I Tanto Blk Folder Serrated 

Paraframe II Folder DP PE

Paraframe II Folder DP SE

Paraframe II Tanto Blk Folder Serrated 

Paraframe Mini Folder Plain Edge

Paraframe Mini Tanto Blk Folder 

Paralite Folder Black and Rose 

Quadrant Modern Folding Bambo 

Remix Folding Knife

Remix Tactical Folding Knife Tanto 

Sharkbelly Folder Plain Edge 

Slimsada

Straightlace Modern Folding Blue 

Straightlace Modern Folding FSG 

Sumo Folder Black PE 

Vital Pocket Folder EAB 

Zilch - Black

Zilch - Coyote

Zilch - Drab Red

CLIP FOLDING KNIVES
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

17.8 CM

17.8 CM

17.8 CM

22.1 CM

22.1 CM

20.6 CM

13.3 CM

13.3 CM

18 CM

17 CM

18.6 CM

19.9 CM

19.7 CM

20.4 CM

17.5 CM

17.5 CM

13 CM

17.5 CM

18.3 CM

18.3 CM

18.3 CM

10.4 CM

10.4 CM

10.4 CM

12.2 CM

12.2 CM

12 CM

7.9 CM

7.9 CM

10.4 CM

9.9 CM

11.3 CM

12.3 CM

7.6 CM

11.5 CM

10 CM

11 CM

12.9 CM

15.24 CM

NA

NA

NA

7.6 CM

7.6 CM

7.3 CM

8.9 CM

8.9 CM

8.9 CM

5.6 CM

5.4 CM

7.6 CM

6.8 CM

7.3 CM

7.6 CM

8.2 CM

8.8 CM

7.4 CM

7.4 CM

9.9 CM

7.1 CM

7.93 CM

7.93 CM

7.93 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

73

73

 82.2 

119

119

122

43

43

97

88

119

130

65.2

76

103

103

142.3

36.9

62

62

62

HIGH CARBON STAINLESS

HIGH CARBON STAINLESS

7CR17MOV

HIGH CARBON STAINLESS

HIGH CARBON STAINLESS

7CR17MOV

HIGH CARBON STAINLESS

7CR17MOV

5CR15MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

420HC

D2

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

REPLACEABLE #60

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

3CR13MOV

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

3CR13MOV

STAINLESS STEEL

3CR13MOV

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL + BAMBOO

ANODIZED ALUMINUM

G-10 COMPOSITE

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

MICARTA

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

LAYERED G10

RUBBER OVERMOLD

RUBBER OVERMOLD

RUBBER OVERMOLD

RUBBER OVERMOLD

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP
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1Ø2Ø679

1Ø13976
& 1Ø27868

1Ø2Ø678
& 1Ø27827

1Ø5Ø245

1Ø5Ø246

1Ø27859

1Ø27862

1Ø27825

1Ø19234

1Ø13849

1Ø5246Ø

1Ø27853

1Ø14884

1Ø1488Ø

1Ø14881

1Ø14882

1Ø13978

1Ø64432

1Ø2Ø852

Brought to market by none other than Pete Gerber himself, this little knife has a big history. With a handle completely construct-
ed of all synthetic materials, it set a new standard in craftsmanship. Also featuring a 420HC blade and built in America, this 
classic can't be missed.

Strong. Thin. Light. The STL 2.5 is an evolution of the original, still light at 1.5 ounces yet strong enough for your daily tasks. A 
cut out in the blade offers easy one-handed opening, and the ultra-thin blade is longer for added value. A lanyard hole ensures 
it will always be on hand and ready.

Drawing on decades of experience perfecting the folding pocket knife, the US1 is an American made testament to great design. 
The best-in-class 420HC blade is deployed with a simple nail nick and held in check by an easy to operate lock back design. 

The Wingtip is a compact, in-pocket carry knife with a slip joint open and closing mechanism designed to open and close without 
fiddling. Its small, concealable size allows it to be carried inside your pocket with minimal distraction and maximum usability.

The Wingtip is a compact, in-pocket carry knife with a slip joint open and closing mechanism designed to open and close without 
fiddling. Its small, concealable size allows it to be carried inside your pocket with minimal distraction and maximum usability.

With an iconic design, the Gator series has become synonymous with craftsmanship and field-tested durability. A portable 
folding application partners with the patented Gator Grip handle to offer unsurpassed comfort and ease of use. 

With an iconic design, the Gator series has become synonymous with craftsmanship and field-tested durability. A portable 
folding application partners with the patented Gator Grip handle to offer unsurpassed comfort and ease of use. 

With an iconic design, the Gator series has become synonymous with craftsmanship and field-tested durability. A portable 
folding application partners with the patented Gator Grip handle to offer unsurpassed comfort and ease of use. 

Detail oriented and compact, this smaller version is perfectly designed for clean cuts and moments that demand finesse. Outfit-
ted with the same dependable Gator Grip, this pocket folder is sure to be a consistent companion. 

For unmatched control and precision, this folder offers a balanced design and comfortable grip. The plain edge, drop point 
blade affords ultimate utility for hunting and camping tasks alike.

Randy Newberg has been harvesting more animals than you for a long time. Along the way, he has learned a plethora of price-
less information on how to get the job done better. Whether using the Gutless Method or a traditional open cavity method, the 
DTS is more than capable of working through multiple elk with its clever Tendon Tool, preserving the life of the primary blade. 
Cutting those tough-to-get-to tendons and swedging the atlas joint apart will no longer be the demise of your knife.

Now larger to offer additional purchase for big game, this folder features Split Sec™ Tech - one of the safest exchangeable blade 
systems available. The surgically sharp blade can be replaced safely in seconds, and the grippy handle provides stable control.

This featherweight knife is engineered for emergency situations: a hook knife that cuts seatbelts, cords, or rope. The elongated pro-
file and blunt tip provide versatile use, never fearing to injure those being rescued. A glass-breaker pommel is part of the handle.

With an innovative design that shields the cutting edge, this tool serves its purpose in emergency situations. The 420HC steel 
hook knife cuts through anything, the molded rubber grip and finger hole add stability, and a glass breaker wastes no time.

With an innovative design that shields the cutting edge, this tool serves its purpose in emergency situations. The 420HC steel 
hook knife cuts through anything, the molded rubber grip and finger hole add stability, and a glass breaker wastes no time.

With an innovative design that shields the cutting edge, this tool serves its purpose in emergency situations. The 420HC steel 
hook knife cuts through anything, the molded rubber grip and finger hole add stability, and a glass breaker wastes no time.

The Gerber Exchange-A-Blade pocket knife employs contractor grade utility blades that can easily be replaced, keeping you 
ready and on the go. A stainless steel body and liner lock construction keep this tool sturdy and stable while in use. Both the 
EAB and the EAB Lite sport a handle that doubles as a pocket or money clip, ever ready and always on hand.

The Gerber Exchange-A-Blade pocket knife employs contractor grade utility blades that can easily be replaced, keeping you 
ready and on the go. A stainless steel body and liner lock construction keep this tool sturdy and stable while in use. Both the 
EAB and the EAB Lite sport a handle that doubles as a pocket or money clip, ever ready and always on hand.

This utility knife is loaded with on-the-site features: a spring lock for easy press and release blade replacement, a pocket clip 
for easy carry, and an easily available utility blade. It is available with a rubber  handle option.

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

LST Ultralight - Plain Edge

STL 2.5 Folder

US1 Pocket Folder

Wingtip Modern Folding FSG 

Wingtip Modern Folding Grey 

Gator Folder 154CM DP PE 

Gator Folder CP PE 

Gator Folder CP SE 

GatorMate Folder CP PE 

Moment Folding Sheath DP PE

Randy Newberg Folder 

Vital Big Game Folder EAB 

Gerber Crisis Hook Knife TAN499

Strap Cutter Black

Strap Cutter Coyote Brown

Strap Cutter FG504 Green

EAB Utility Lite Silver

EAB Utility Lite Black

Edge Utility knife black rubber

EAB KNIVES

FOLDING POCKET KNIVES

FOLDING SHEATH KNIVES

EAB KNIVES
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

11.8 CM

15.2 CM

15.5 CM

14.2 CM

14.2 CM

21.6 CM

21.6 CM

21.6 CM

18.3 CM

21.6 CM

9.4 CM

27.9 CM

20.6 CM

11.1 CM

11.1 CM

11.1 CM

13 CM

13 CM

16.5 CM

6.8 CM

8.6 CM

8.9 CM

7.8 CM

7.8 CM

12.6 CM

12.6 CM

12.6 CM

11.2 CM

12.9 CM

22.6 CM

15.74 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

7.2 CM

7.2 CM

9.9 CM

4.9 CM

6.6 CM

6.6 CM

6.4 CM

6.4 CM

9.5 CM

9.5 CM

9.5 CM

7.8 CM

8.9 CM

3.8 CM

9.5 CM

7.4 CM

NA

NA

NA

3.8 CM

3.8 CM

2.8 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

17

42.5

28.34

57

57

153.1

153.1

153.1

85

158.8

164.4

138.9

85

63.8

63.8

63.8

65.2

65.2

79.4

420HC

440A

420HC

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

154CM

420HC

420HC

420HC

5CR15MOV

440C

420J2

420HC

420HC

420HC

420HC

CONTRACTOR-GRADE 
REPLACEABLE

CONTRACTOR-GRADE 
REPLACEABLE

CONTRACTOR-GRADE 
REPLACEABLE

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

STAINLESS STEEL

GLASS-FILLED NYLON W/ 
RUBBER OVERMOLD

ANODIZED ALUMINUM

ANODIZED ALUMINUM

GATOR GRIP

GATOR GRIP

GATOR GRIP

GATOR GRIP

NYLON CORE W/ RUBBER 
OVERMOLD

GLASS-FILLED NYLON

ABS PLASTIC

RUBBER OVERMOLD

RUBBER OVERMOLD

RUBBER OVERMOLD

RUBBER OVERMOLD

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

TACHIDE

POCKET (NO CLIP)

POCKET (NO CLIP)

POCKET (NO CLIP)

POCKET (NO CLIP)

POCKET (NO CLIP)

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

CLIP

CLIP

CLIP
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1Ø56Ø4Ø

1Ø26Ø28

1Ø28488

1Ø253Ø8

1Ø56373

1Ø26562

1Ø21131

1Ø28485

1Ø28486

1Ø28483

1Ø28484

1Ø59855

1Ø13993

1Ø13994

1Ø59838
& 1Ø64434

This utility knife is loaded with on-the-site features: a spring lock for easy press and release blade replacement, a pocket clip 
for easy carry, and an easily available utility blade. It is available with a rubber  handle option.

Servicing a number of the Gerber multi-tool platforms, these carbide cutter insert replacements are a lifesaver. Once you have 
used all three rotations of the current insert, replacement is a breeze with the T8 wrench, 4 replacement screws, and 2 included 
replacement blades.

Center-Drive sheath made with manufactured and made with premium US leather. Compatible with all Center-Drive and MP600 
models.

Designed to create a custom fit for a wide array of product combinations, the CustomFit Dual Sheath holds two items plus a 
pen. The patent-pending, richly featured sheath includes a quick access back panel that allows the user to customize it to 
perfectly fit the tools selected for the tasks of the day. Quiet Deploy™ technology is activated by simply pulling down the front 
tab for stealth-like access – they’ll never hear you coming.

Balistic Nylon Multi Tool Sheath with 10pcs Bit Kit and adaptor for MP600 Series

An unwelcome noise on the hunt could end up costing you, luckily these replacement blades come equipped with a quiet carry 
case. Store both new and used blades in separate cavities, each have a rubber noise dampener for stealth stowage.

Ready at a moment's notice, the highly visual orange case is easy to locate and operate on the fly. There are 12 replacement 
blades in the cavity, safely extracted without worry of reaching into a bag for a loose blade. The waste compartment keeps used 
blades in one place.

On the trail, the most important meal of the day is the one you’re about to eat. Gerber's ComplEAT tool has the bases covered 
with a fork, spoon, spatula, and 4 function multi-tool that nest for transport as well as snap together to convert into functional 
tongs. Cook, eat, clean and get back out there.

On the trail, the most important meal of the day is the one you’re about to eat. Gerber's ComplEAT tool has the bases covered 
with a fork, spoon, spatula, and 4 function multi-tool that nest for transport as well as snap together to convert into functional 
tongs. Cook, eat, clean and get back out there.

With 9 functions, the Devour Multi-Fork is the only tool needed for cooking, eating, and cleaning. The lightweight combo snaps 
together for secure portability, yet each tool works independently.

With 9 functions, the Devour Multi-Fork is the only tool needed for cooking, eating, and cleaning. The lightweight combo snaps 
together for secure portability, yet each tool works independently.

You asked for it, you got it!  Award winning Devour now in Titanium.  The same great 9 functions, the Devour Multi-Fork Ti is the 
only tool needed for cooking, eating, and cleaning. The Titanium superior weight to strength combo snaps together for secure 
portability, yet each tool works independently.  

This light, everyday carry multi-tool gets an unexpected upgrade with professional-grade tools that are reliably tough. Made of 
stainless steel and available in multiple colors, this tool has precise needle nose pliers and 8 other components secured in a 
convenient butterfly style.

This light, everyday carry multi-tool gets an unexpected upgrade with professional-grade tools that are reliably tough. Made of 
stainless steel and available in multiple colors, this tool has precise needle nose pliers and 8 other components secured in a 
convenient butterfly style.

Gear must earn its way onto the trip, weight, versatility and packability are key.  The Stake Out tool addresses the activities that 
you perform every time out. Equipped with tools you use every time out, setting up camp, maintaining body and gear, cooking, to 
packing out, so you can get back to why you’re in the backcountry. With integrated tent stake puller, the Stake Out tool will make 
the cut every time, simplifying everyday tasks, to give you more time.  Eat – Travel – Rest -  Repeat.

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

Edge Utility knife orange rubber

Carbide Cuttermaint Kite

Center-Drive Leather Sheath Only

CUSTOMFIT SHEATH, DUAL

SHEATH & 10-Piece Tool Kit for all 
MP Series

Vital Big Game Rep BldsDp

Vital Replacement Blades

ComplEAT - Cook Eat Clean Tong FSG

ComplEAT - Cook Eat Clean Tong Onyx

Devour - Cook Eat Clean Spork FSG

Devour - Cook Eat Clean Spork Onyx

Devour TI (Titanium)

Crucial Multi-Tool Green

Crucial Multi-Tool w/Strap Cutter

Stakeout - Graphite

EAB KNIVES

MULTI-TOOL/OTHER

FULL SIZE MULTI-TOOL
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

16.5 CM

NA

13.3 CM

13.5 CM

NA

NA

NA

19.7 CM

19.7 CM

19 CM

19 CM

19 CM

9.1 CM

9.1 CM

11.1 CM

9.9 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

2.8 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

9.5 CM

7.6 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

4.8 CM

4.8 CM

5.5 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

10

10

9

9

9

9

9

11

79.5

NA

79

67

NA

NA

NA

70.9

70.9

28

28

28

141.7

141.7

94

CONTRACTOR-GRADE 
REPLACEABLE

NA

NA

NA

NA

420J2

420J2

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

TACHIDE

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

ALUMINUM + NYLON

ALUMINUM + NYLON

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

TITANIUM

ALUMINUM

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

CLIP

NA

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

CLIP

CLIP

CARABINER
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1Ø59837

1Ø28487

1Ø26564

1Ø27824
& 1Ø25264

1Ø59828

1Ø14Ø15

1Ø14Ø16

1Ø19784

1Ø149Ø8

1Ø1491Ø

1Ø149Ø9

1Ø14Ø21

1Ø14Ø19

Gear must earn its way onto the trip, weight, versatility and packability are key.  The Stake Out tool addresses the activities that 
you perform every time out. Equipped with tools you use every time out, setting up camp, maintaining body and gear, cooking, to 
packing out, so you can get back to why you’re in the backcountry. With integrated tent stake puller, the Stake Out tool will make 
the cut every time, simplifying everyday tasks, to give you more time.  Eat – Travel – Rest -  Repeat.

The Center-Drive Plus offers uncompromising performance through revolutionary design, now optimized for weapons main-
tenance. The innovative center-axis driver opens to align like a real screw driver, yielding maximum torque and rotation. No 
productivity is sacrificed with the addition of a 30% longer outboard blade and one-thumb opening sliding jaws. Full size, real 
tools - the multi-tool just got a reality check. New to the Plus is the addition of much-requested scissors, tumble-finished tools, 
and a premium leather sheath.

Gerber’s new multi-tool offers uncompromising performance through revolutionary design. The innovative center-axis driver 
opens to align like a real screw driver, yielding maximum torque and rotation. No productivity is sacrificed with the addition of a 
30% longer outboard blade and one-thumb opening sliding jaws. Full size, real tools - the multi-tool just got a reality check.

Gerber’s new multi-tool offers uncompromising performance through revolutionary design. The innovative center-axis driver 
opens to align like a real screw driver, yielding maximum torque and rotation. No productivity is sacrificed with the addition of a 
30% longer outboard blade and one-thumb opening sliding jaws. Full size, real tools - the multi-tool just got a reality check.

Multi-tool pliers suck - for really tough jobs, it’s usually easier to go back to your tool box and get a proper set of pliers. Until 
now. The Gerber Dual-Force features the best set of pliers ever found in a multi-tool. Its layered construction provides 2x the jaw 
strength and produces 2x the torque of a typical multi-tool*. The adjustable slip joint and extra large teeth allow you to firmly 
grasp a variety of fasteners, making the Dual-Force the best damn pair of pliers you could have in your kit.

Building on the success of the larger one-hand opening models, this compact version is nimble but just as tough. Built to solve 
for everyday snags, this tool has 11 carefully chosen components packed into an unobtrusive 7 ounce package. Built in the USA, 
built to last.

Building on the success of the larger one-hand opening models, this compact version is nimble but just as tough. Built to solve 
for everyday snags, this tool has 11 carefully chosen components packed into an unobtrusive 7 ounce package. Built in the USA, 
built to last.

As the #1 selling multi-tool platform to the US military, the MP600 series has been to hell and back. Serving those who serve, 
this tool is built to be tough and accessible. A one-hand opening design is crucial, as is the durable stainless body, the variety 
of 14 tools, and multiple versions that are specialized for any situation.

As the #1 selling multi-tool platform to the US military, the MP600 series has been to hell and back. Serving those who serve, 
this tool is built to be tough and accessible. A one-hand opening design is crucial, as is the durable stainless body, the variety 
of 14 tools, and multiple versions that are specialized for any situation.

Designed specifically with the combat engineer in mind, this version of the MP600 is built to offer compact versatility. Covered 
in a black, non-reflective coating that won't give you away, this tool is easily accessible with one hand. With task-specific tools, 
this tool is invaluable.

Designed specifically with the combat engineer in mind, this version of the MP600 is built to offer compact versatility. Covered 
in a black, non-reflective coating that won't give you away, this tool is easily accessible with one hand. With task-specific tools, 
this tool is invaluable.

As the #1 selling multi-tool platform to the US military, the MP600 series has been to hell and back. Still inclusive of everything 
that makes the original great, this version of the tool features replaceable Tungsten Carbide wire cutters. Some situations 
require a little extra grit.

As the #1 selling multi-tool platform to the US military, the MP600 series has been to hell and back. Still inclusive of everything 
that makes the original great, this version of the tool features replaceable Tungsten Carbide wire cutters. Some situations 
require a little extra grit.

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

Stakeout - Silver

Center Drive PLUS

Center-Drive Black 
(Coyote Molle Sheath)

Center-Drive Multi-Tool 

Dual-Force Multi-Tool

MP400 Full-Size Multi-Tool 
Stainless steel

MP400 Multi-Tool, Black

MP600 - Bladeless NN Black

MP600 - Bluntnose Black

MP600 - DET Black

MP600 Needlnose Black 
Leather Sheath

MP600 Multi-Tool Basic Black

MP600 Multi-Tool Basic BB BN

FULL SIZE TOOLS
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

11.1 CM

11.9 CM

11.9 CM

11.9 CM

12 CM

11.1 CM

11.1 CM

12.4 CM

12.4 CM

12.4 CM

12.4 CM

12.4 CM

12.4 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

5.5 CM

8.2 CM

8.2 CM

8.2 CM

8.2 CM

5 CM

5 CM

6 CM

6 CM

6 CM

6 CM

6 CM

6 CM

13

14

14

14

12

11

11

14

14

14

14

14

14

94

269.3

269.3

269.3

340

187.1

187.1

255.1

255.1

255.1

255.1

255.1

255.1

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

420HC

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

CARABINER

LEATHER SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH
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1Ø14Ø2Ø

1Ø27844

1Ø14ØØØ

1Ø14ØØ5
& 1Ø27823

1Ø27512
& 1Ø27871

1Ø55358

1Ø27513
& 1Ø27872

1Ø55359

1Ø14Ø32

1Ø27819

1Ø14Ø31
& 1Ø27828

1ØØ3723
& 1Ø27829

As the #1 selling multi-tool platform to the US military, the MP600 series has been to hell and back. Serving those who serve, 
this tool is built to be tough and accessible. A one-hand opening design is crucial, as is the durable stainless body, the variety 
of 14 tools, and multiple versions that are specialized for any situation.

As the #1 selling multi-tool platform to the US military, the MP600 series has been to hell and back. Serving those who serve, 
this tool is built to be tough and accessible. A one-hand opening design is crucial, as is the durable stainless body, the variety 
of 14 tools, and multiple versions that are specialized for any situation.

In terms of reliable comfort, the Legend has no equal. With a strong stainless steel body and contoured aluminum handles with 
tactile rubber inserts, this tool remains steadily in hand for tough jobs. Spring-loaded pliers relieve hand strain while each tool 
serves a purpose.

A field-tested classic that never disappoints, the Suspension is the benchmark tool of convenience and durability. The easily 
accessed butterfly design features spring-loaded pliers and a lightweight frame for long days and tired hands. With 12 other 
tools, you're always ready.

Taking design cues from the original, the Suspension-NXT is the evolution of the classic multi-tool design. Boasting an 
increased tool count of 15 in a smart everyday carry package, it is equipped with a pocket clip that is easily carried in pocket or 
on belt. The slim butterfly design features outboard tools that are accessible in a snap when unexpected tasks come up.

Now in blacked out!  Taking design cues from the original, the Suspension-NXT is the evolution of the classic multi-tool design. 
Boasting an increased tool count of 15 in a smart everyday carry package, it is equipped with a pocket clip that is easily carried 
in pocket or on belt. The slim butterfly design features outboard tools that are accessible in a snap when unexpected tasks 
come up.

The Truss is an all-inclusive multi-tool, with 17 tools built to the exacting needs of the professional user in a size-conscious de-
sign. This full size multi-tool aims to remove excess heft while keeping all of the functionality. The result is a professional-grade 
multi-tool that bridges the gap between the problem and the solution.

Now in blacked out! The Truss is an all-inclusive multi-tool, with 17 tools built to the exacting needs of the professional user in 
a size-conscious design. This full size multi-tool aims to remove excess heft while keeping all of the functionality. The result is 
a professional-grade multi-tool that bridges the gap between the problem and the solution. 

Creatively styled yet functional for everyday use, this keychain compatible tool is perfectly sized to be ready when you need it. 
Surprisingly strong and secure, the tool's components lock while in use to ensure safety.

The idea is simple: always be prepared. The Dime is a mini multi-tool with an impressive list of features, ensuring you are ready 
for anything. This butterfly open tool fits on your keychain yet has 12 useful tools. Available in multiple colors and a bladeless 
version as well.

The idea is simple: always be prepared. The Dime is a mini multi-tool with an impressive list of features, ensuring you are ready 
for anything. This butterfly open tool fits on your keychain yet has 12 useful tools. Available in multiple colors and a bladeless 
version as well.

The idea is simple: always be prepared. The Dime is a mini multi-tool with an impressive list of features, ensuring you are ready 
for anything. This butterfly open tool fits on your keychain yet has 12 useful tools. Available in multiple colors and a bladeless 
version as well.

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

MP600 Multi-Tool Basic BB NN

MP600 Pro Scout Needlenose BB 

MP800 Full-Size Multi-Tool Legend

Suspension Multi-Tool

Suspension NXT Multi-Tool 

Suspension NXT Multi-Tool Black 

Truss Multi-Tool

Truss Multi-Tool Black 

Curve Mini Multi-Tool Blue 

Dime Multi-Tool Black 

Dime Multi-Tool Green 

Dime Multi-Tool Red

FULL SIZE TOOLS

POCKET TOOLS
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

12.4 CM

12.7 CM

10.9 CM

8.9 CM

10.8 CM

10.8 CM

10.8 CM

10.8 CM

5.7 CM

7.0 CM

7.0 CM

7.0 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

6 CM

6 CM

6 CM

4 CM

5.7 CM

5.7 CM

5.7 CM

5.7 CM

3 CM

3.8 CM

3.8 CM

3.8 CM

14

12

13

12

15

15

17

17

6

12

12

12

255.1

255.1

277.8

255.1

189.9

190

248

248

23

62

62

62

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

SHEATH

CLIP

CLIP

SHEATH

SHEATH

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN
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1Ø28489

1Ø21134

1Ø19241

1Ø19242

1Ø6444Ø

1Ø64441

1Ø52455

1Ø52453

1Ø52456

1Ø52451

1Ø52449

1Ø52452

1Ø59831

1Ø59854

1Ø5983Ø

Problems aren't scheduled in advance, but solutions can be planned for. The Mullet is a compact keychain tool that houses 9 
tools to handle those unexpected daily tasks. When accessibility is key, the Mullet answers with the ability to be carried on a 
keychain, from a belt loop, or through an airport.

Perhaps the most simply designed tool in your arsenal, this key chain companion should not be underestimated. With 7 
essentials functions built in, this airline-safe tool is ideal for everyday travel and tasks. A titanium nitride coating protects 
against corrosion for long use.

This handy pocket tool is small in size, not in function. With a convenient butterfly open design and 8 useful components, this 
keychain ready mini tool is never too far out of reach.

This handy pocket tool is small in size, not in function. With a convenient butterfly open design and 8 useful components, this 
keychain ready mini tool is never too far out of reach. 

Prybars, what are they good for… absolutely everything! Say it again. This sturdy 4” long pry-tool will quickly become your 
partner in crime, lending you that extra hand, providing you with the extra leverage, to remove the problem and complete the 
job.  It will even bring you a beer at the end of the day (ok maybe it will just open it, but that’s good too).  Pocket clip carry to be 
with you when you need it.  With 2 distinct and individualized graphics, just like the problems you will solve.

Prybars, what are they good for… absolutely everything! Say it again. This sturdy 4” long pry-tool will quickly become your 
partner in crime, lending you that extra hand, providing you with the extra leverage, to remove the problem and complete the 
job.  It will even bring you a beer at the end of the day (ok maybe it will just open it, but that’s good too).  Pocket clip carry to be 
with you when you need it.  With 2 distinct and individualized graphics, just like the problems you will solve.

Even the most resourceful can use some help opening up a wine bottle – meet the Armbar Cork. It’s a smart design that fits 
in pocket like a folding knife and operates like a fully capable multi-tool. The Armbar features tools to handle the tasks that 
a pocket knife simply can’t handle: a corkscrew, foil cutter, pry bar, bottle opener, and can/package opener. It also handles 
anything your pocket knife could with a one-hand opening plain edge blade and scissors.

Even the most resourceful can use some help opening up a wine bottle – meet the Armbar Cork. It’s a smart design that fits 
in pocket like a folding knife and operates like a fully capable multi-tool. The Armbar features tools to handle the tasks that 
a pocket knife simply can’t handle: a corkscrew, foil cutter, pry bar, bottle opener, and can/package opener. It also handles 
anything your pocket knife could with a one-hand opening plain edge blade and scissors.

Even the most resourceful can use some help opening up a wine bottle – meet the Armbar Cork. It’s a smart design that fits 
in pocket like a folding knife and operates like a fully capable multi-tool. The Armbar features tools to handle the tasks that 
a pocket knife simply can’t handle: a corkscrew, foil cutter, pry bar, bottle opener, and can/package opener. It also handles 
anything your pocket knife could with a one-hand opening plain edge blade and scissors.

Get your multi-tool out of the truck and into your pocket: the Armbar is a smart design that fits in pocket like a folding knife and 
operates like a fully capable multi-tool. The Armbar features tools to handle the tasks that a pocket knife simply can’t handle: 
an awl, pry bar, bottle opener, and a 2.5” long driver with a double-sided bit. It also handles anything your pocket knife could 
with a one-hand opening plain edge blade and scissors. 

Get your multi-tool out of the truck and into your pocket: the Armbar is a smart design that fits in pocket like a folding knife and 
operates like a fully capable multi-tool. The Armbar features tools to handle the tasks that a pocket knife simply can’t handle: 
an awl, pry bar, bottle opener, and a 2.5” long driver with a double-sided bit. It also handles anything your pocket knife could 
with a one-hand opening plain edge blade and scissors. 

Get your multi-tool out of the truck and into your pocket: the Armbar is a smart design that fits in pocket like a folding knife and 
operates like a fully capable multi-tool. The Armbar features tools to handle the tasks that a pocket knife simply can’t handle: 
an awl, pry bar, bottle opener, and a 2.5” long driver with a double-sided bit. It also handles anything your pocket knife could 
with a one-hand opening plain edge blade and scissors. 

Take the training wheels off your pocket tool - there's no smooth rounded plastic or dainty tools here. The Armbar Slim Cut 
rounds up the tools you use most: 6.35CM plain edge blade, scissors, and a bottle opener. This compact tool is built for real 
work with large tool tabs and access points, fumble-free and easily opened with a thumb. Don't get caught unprepared, throw 
the Armbar Slim in your pocket or on a keychain and get on with your day.

Take the training wheels off your pocket tool - there's no smooth rounded plastic or dainty tools here. The Armbar Slim Cut 
rounds up the tools you use most: 6.35CM plain edge blade, scissors, and a bottle opener. This compact tool is built for real 
work with large tool tabs and access points, fumble-free and easily opened with a thumb. Don't get caught unprepared, throw 
the Armbar Slim in your pocket or on a keychain and get on with your day.

Take the training wheels off your pocket tool - there's no smooth rounded plastic or dainty tools here. The Armbar Slim Cut 
rounds up the tools you use most: 6.35CM plain edge blade, scissors, and a bottle opener. This compact tool is built for real 
work with large tool tabs and access points, fumble-free and easily opened with a thumb. Don't get caught unprepared, throw 
the Armbar Slim in your pocket or on a keychain and get on with your day.

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

Mullet Solid State Stonewash Card

Shard Black Keychain Tool Card

Splice Pocket Multi-Tool - Black 

Vise Pocket Multi-Tool - Black 

Chonk Micarta - Graphite

Chonk SW - Topo

ArmBar Cork Onyx 4L 

ArmBar Cork Orange 

ArmBar Cork Shimmer Gold 

ArmBar Drive Onyx  4L 

ArmBar Drive Orange 

ArmBar Drive UrbanBlue 

Armbar Slim Cut - Baltic Haze

Armbar Slim Cut - Onyx

Armbar Slim Cut - Orange

POCKET TOOLS
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

7.6 CM

6.9 CM

6 CM

6.6 CM

9.9 CM

9.9 CM

9.1 CM

9.1 CM

9.1 CM

9.1 CM

9.1 CM

9.1 CM

9.65 CM

9.65 CM

9.65 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

3.8 CM

3.8 CM

NA

NA

6.3 CM

6.3 CM

6.3 CM

6.3 CM

6.3 CM

6.3 CM

6.35 CM

6.35 CM

6.35 CM

9

7

8

10

6

6

8

8

8

8

8

8

3

3

3

20

17

85

56

68

69

88

88

88

88

88

88

59

59

59

NA

NA

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

5CR15MOV

5CR15MOV

5CR15MOV

5CR15MOV

5CR15MOV

5CR15MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

MICARTA

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

CLIP

CLIP

POCKET

POCKET

POCKET

POCKET

POCKET

POCKET

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN
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1Ø59834

1Ø59853

1Ø59833

1Ø52457

1Ø52458

1Ø48Ø62

1Ø28491

1Ø48Ø61

1Ø2849Ø

The ultimate in minimalism, the Armbar Slim Drive houses only the tools you reach for most: a knife, a driver, and a bottle 
opener. The smart design delivers with a 5.Ø8CM extension bit driver to get those hard-to-reach spots, as well as a full plain 
edge blade that can be accessed with one hand for quick use. Don't get caught unprepared, throw the Armbar Slim in your 
pocket or on a keychain and get on with your day.

The ultimate in minimalism, the Armbar Slim Drive houses only the tools you reach for most: a knife, a driver, and a bottle 
opener. The smart design delivers with a 5.Ø8CM extension bit driver to get those hard-to-reach spots, as well as a full plain 
edge blade that can be accessed with one hand for quick use. Don't get caught unprepared, throw the Armbar Slim in your 
pocket or on a keychain and get on with your day.

The ultimate in minimalism, the Armbar Slim Drive houses only the tools you reach for most: a knife, a driver, and a bottle 
opener. The smart design delivers with a 5.Ø8CM extension bit driver to get those hard-to-reach spots, as well as a full plain 
edge blade that can be accessed with one hand for quick use. Don't get caught unprepared, throw the Armbar Slim in your 
pocket or on a keychain and get on with your day.

If it claims space in your pocket, it should make the most of that prime real estate: enter the Lockdown Drive. A reimagined 
multi-tool that offers low profile utility, the tool pack takes aim at those daily tasks. The design centers around a double-sided 
bit driver, complimented by a plain edge blade, awl, chisel edge, file, replaceable blade, and a pocket clip for easy carry. 
6.35CM partially serrated blade w/ frame lock, driver with 2 sided ¼” bits, #2 cross driver & med flathead, awl, replaceable #11 
utility blade, file, chisel edge.

If it claims space in your pocket, it should make the most of that prime real estate: enter the Lockdown Pry. A reimagined 
multi-tool that offers low profile utility, the tool pack takes aim at those daily tasks. The design centers around a sturdy pry bar, 
complimented by a plain edge blade, scissors, file, replaceable blade, chisel edge, bottle opener, and a pocket clip. 6.35CM 
blade w/ frame lock, cast pry bar, bottle opener, scissor, replaceable #11 blade, file, chisel, large & small flathead driver, 
nail puller.

As the name suggests, the Prybrid Utility is a hybrid tool, blending the best of a replaceable utility blade knife and a compact 
multi-tool. Eliminating the need for a sheath, this tool is meant to be carried in pocket or on a keychain offering immediate 
access to the 8 tools it houses. With a convenient dual-ended design, the Prybrid Utility is the only tool you'll need for quick 
tasks at the job site.  

As the name suggests, the Prybrid Utility is a hybrid tool, blending the best of a replaceable utility blade knife and a compact 
multi-tool. Eliminating the need for a sheath, this tool is meant to be carried in pocket or on a keychain offering immediate 
access to the 8 tools it houses. With a convenient dual-ended design, the Prybrid Utility is the only tool you'll need for quick 
tasks at the job site.

  
As the name suggests, the Prybrid X is a hybrid tool, blending the best of a replaceable hobby blade knife and a compact 
multi-tool. Eliminating the need for a sheath, this tool is meant to be carried in pocket or on a keychain offering immediate 
access to the 8 tools it houses. With a convenient dual-ended design, the Prybrid X is the only tool you'll need for quick tasks 
at the job site.  

As the name suggests, the Prybrid X is a hybrid tool, blending the best of a replaceable hobby blade knife and a compact 
multi-tool. Eliminating the need for a sheath, this tool is meant to be carried in pocket or on a keychain offering immediate 
access to the 8 tools it houses. With a convenient dual-ended design, the Prybrid X is the only tool you'll need for quick tasks 
at the job site.  

SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

Armbar Slim Drive - Bronze

Armbar Slim Drive - Onyx

Armbar Slim Drive - Orange

Lockdown Drive 

Lockdown Pry

Prybrid OD Green

Prybrid - Tactical Grey

Prybrid-X Urban Blue

Prybrid-X OD Green 
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SAP # Description Marketing Description  Overall Length Closed Length Blade Length No. of Components  Weight - GM Blade Material Handle Material Carry Method

9.65 CM

9.65 CM

9.65 CM

9.84 CM

16.83 CM

10.8 CM

10.8 CM

10.8 CM

10.8 CM

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

6.35 CM

6.35 CM

6.35 CM

6.35 CM

6.35 CM

2.5 CM

2.5 CM

2.1 CM

2.1 CM

4

4

4

7

10

8

8

8

8

71

71

71

128

162

82.2 

82

48.2 

48

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

7CR17MOV

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL

G10

G10

ALUMINUM

ALUMINUM

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

POCKET/ 
KEYCHAIN

CLIP

CLIP

POCKET

POCKET

POCKET

POCKET
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